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September marks the start of school and what better edition
to talk about it than this one. When we look at getting kids
and students excited about reading, you have to start in the
schools. I remember in my English class I had to read the
“old classics” and was turned off in the first few chapters.
I would read new books coming out that were really good
and caught my attention. When you punish kids by making them read the same Shakespeare play or Steinbeck
book every year, you will turn them off of reading. There
are a lot of great books that have been written in the last
ten years that kids would be excited about reading. As
long as the subject matter is age appropriate, why not
let them have some fun in English class. You don’t get
that many opportunities in school to express yourself;
you should be able to do it through reading and writing.
Showing kids the type of literature that is available today,
will help them grasp a better concept of storytelling and
writing. If teachers keep the same old boring reading list
around, then you will lose fifty percent of your students in
the first book. The rest will follow soon after.
I know that many people love the “old classics” and I’m
not saying there is not a place for them. What I am saying
is that if you really want to study them, then have a specific
class in college where you can explore those types of books.
Otherwise, let’s start in elementary school when kids have the
most creative minds and let them expand on that. If they think
all books are like the “old” ones, they won’t want to pick up another book for a long time.
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David
Baldacci

Interview By: Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Michael Priest

D

avid Baldacci was one of those
rare authors that hit a home run
right out of the gate. His first book,
“Absolute Power”, become an
instant hit and then a movie starring Clint Eastwood
and Gene Hackman. David mentioned that he wasn’t
an overnight success, since it took him fifteen years
to finally get something published; he felt that the
stars were aligned perfectly and this was his time to
shine.
Since that success, David has been a constant on the bestseller list and has his eighteenth
book, “True Blue” coming out in October 2009. David has always thought of himself as a
writer, but became a lawyer to feed the family. He started writing at a very early age, but
just couldn’t seem to break through. He has lived in Washington D.C. for quite sometime
and has tremendous insight into the government and various agencies. This explains why
his books are so real in a fictional setting. “True Blue” is a new series for David. He mentions
that he likes to keep things fresh and not have too many books with the same characters
as they can get stale. Keeping a pad and pencil by his bed, when ideas hit him, he will get
them down and on those rare occasions, you might see his office light on at 2:00 a.m. as he
is pounding on his computer.
Unlike most authors, David does not have any superstitions. In fact he tells us his
superstition is not to have any superstitions. What we were impressed about was with such
early success in David’s career he never sat back and became a “formula” writer. In the
interview he was very adamant in the fact that he never wanted to get complacent in his
writing. This is another reason for David to change things up and think of new characters
to start a series.
On another note David has also started the Wish You Well Foundation and Feeding Body
and Mind organizations. The Wish You Well Foundation is dedicated in helping out literacy
in the United States. He mentioned that they receive over five thousand applications each
year and help fund programs in school systems in thirty-five states. The program doesn’t
stop there however, because aside from school—elementary through high school—the
SuspenseMagazine.com
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foundation helps all the way up to senior citizens. Feeding Body and Mind goes in a
different direction. They distribute thousands of books that they have received to food
banks.
David impressed us with his all around style and writing abilities, which is
why we named him as Suspense Magazine’s August 2009 Author of the Month and we
were very lucky to have the opportunity to ask him a few questions.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.):What is your all-time favorite book, not yours (why)?
David Baldacci (D.B.): Let me list two. “In Cold Blood” by Truman Capote. I read this while
sitting in a guard shack during my brief stint as a Pinkerton security guard while I was in
college. I had the midnight to eight shift and the book terrified me. But it also was the book
that made me start thinking about writing mysteries and thrillers. That story has stayed with
me for a long time. Next, “Sofie’s Choice”, by William Styron. I had the privilege of knowing
Stryon, but even if I hadn’t, the book would be on my all-time favorite list. I’ve gone back to
re-read it several times. In a tie with that book—if I may list a third—would be “Cider House
Rules”, by John Irving. Again, a haunting tale of tragedy that took on an enormous social
issue—abortion—and did so with elegance, wit and even humor. As you can see I don’t have
one favorite book, but I do have lots of favorites. And what a wonderful thing.
S. MAG.: When did you decide to leave practicing law and write full-time?
D.B.: When the success of “Absolute Power” allowed me to do so. I had a family to support so
the starving writer route was not an option for me.
S. MAG: How did you celebrate your first book being published, then becoming a
movie?
D.B.: We had a book party in the community center of the neighborhood where we lived then and
invited all our friends and family. For the movie, we took some friends, flew out to California
and went to the premiere, doing the whole red carpet thing. (Though no one cared who I was. I
was just the guy who came up with the entire story!)
S. MAG.: If you could talk to one person, alive or dead, who would it be?
D.B.: Dick Cheney and ask him why. No, really, why?
S. MAG.: How can we help with your literacy foundation, Wish You Well Foundation?
D.B.: Raise awareness about the illiteracy issues in the United States and also about our
program Feeding Body and Mind that collects books across America during author tours and
donates them to food banks across the country.
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S. MAG.: Since your first book was such a hit, do
you feel pressure with each book to top that feat?
D.B.: I always feel pressure…and fear, and that’s
good. Complacency kills creativity. Once a writer
feels like he’s figured out how to do it each time
is when he’s toast. There is no formula for
what we do, if we want to do it well. There is
a formula if a writer wants to become a book
factory. Then the only loser is the reader.
S. MAG.: What historical event in
history would you like to have
witnessed in person?
D.B.: Lincoln giving the Gettysburg
Address.
S.MAG.: What is on your bucket
list that you’ve not completed yet?
D.B.: Visiting Australia and New
Zealand.
S. MAG.: Do you plan on writing
any more children books?
D.B.: Yes. At least YA (young adult)
titles.
S. MAG.: If you could solve one
mystery for yourself, what would it
be?
D.B.: JFK’s assassination.
We are certain that in the future,
David’s books will continue to show up
on the bestseller list, possibly making him
one of the leaders in the political/suspense
genre. You can check out his website at
www.davidbaldacci.com for upcoming tour
dates and news.
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By: Cori Chong

“Another cut, sweetie?” Colleen’s voice echoed through the empty diner.
I didn’t respond to her question. My eyes stared, focused on the bright glare
of the shiny, red tables. The light pushed the memories of yesterday into my mind.
I automatically pressed the rewind button and played it again. There I was, in my
daddy’s room. Light streamed through his small rectangular window illuminating
the dust particles swirling through the air right above my head.
Adjacent to his bed, I stood. Taking deep breaths, the stench of Nebraska River
Old Liquor burned my nostrils. The staleness of the liquor was palatable. Smiling
euphorically, I grasped the necklace tightly. Its imprint tattooed into my skin. It was
for me. It was mine. All mine. Loosening my grip on the necklace, I took both ends
in my warm hands and pulled it around my neck. I tucked my long, stringy, brown
hair behind my ears and in one motion, raised my head to face the dresser mirror.
My plain reflection stared back at me. Sunken gray eyes, dark brown hair,
pale, translucent skin, a few odd freckles—and of course my glasses that framed my
nineteen year old face. Nothing special, I thought. Then, I began to caress the largest
pearl centered on the necklace, letting the tip of my finger graze its soft surface.
“I’ve never felt so close to you, Mommy,” I said.
I couldn’t remember the last time I felt so secure. I found the necklace on
the checkered floor of the diner next to the second window seat. It’s where she
always sat. She must’ve left it for me. I knew it. I carefully removed the necklace and
tucked it into the tattered jewelry box atop Daddy’s dresser along with Mommy’s
other mementos. I better get going, I thought. Daddy will be home any minute and he
hates it when I’m in his room.
I propelled myself across the room; my feet barely felt the floor. Just as I was
about to open the door, it swung open from the other side. Bang. Daddy stood facing
me, his blue eyes searing with a fiery rage.
“Jane! What the hell are you doing here?”
Drenched in alcohol, his words dripped with a wild madness.
“Oh nothing, Daddy,” I smiled sweetly.
He didn’t respond. Instead, he raised his monstrous arm and his jagged fist
sliced through the cushion of my pale cheek. The jarring blow sent my mind careening
off into thoughts about Mommy, my dear mommy.
You see, I would have cowered away. Usually, tears would have flooded from
my eyes. But now everything was different. I had her. She returned every day with a
purple bag, plaid skirt and brown hair just like mine.
6
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The first time I ever saw her was on November 16th. She ordered a black coffee
and eggs. Then, she returned to the diner again and again, almost every day. She had
come back. Mommy had come back. After sixteen long years without her, Mommy
wanted to see me again. I was sure of it. My thoughts ebbed back to Daddy. I let out
a cackle, my voice resonating. He didn’t react. Drunk, he turned and walked down
the dimly lit hallway, leaving me on the cold hardwood floor, warm blood oozing from
my battered face.
“Another cut sweetie?” I noticed that Colleen was staring at me, wide-eyed.
“Seriously, you got hearing problems or somethin’? Gotta get that checked out,
hun.”
I nodded inattentively.
“Let’s just start closing. I want to go home.”
“All right, Jane, hun. I’ll sweep the floors and you wash the tables. My baby
Charlie is waiting for me at home anyways. ‘Bout fifteen more minutes. We’ll be outta
here in no time.”
When I got home, I rushed upstairs to the bathroom. I made use of the light
penetrating through window grime. Glancing at the mirror, I noted my plain reflection.
Behind the mirror was the medicine cabinet. I opened it and saw that the rusty
shelves were plagued with black specks and purple clusters. The shelves must be
molding, I thought. On the top shelf, there it was…in all its glory. Colleen found it
at the diner in the exact spot where Mommy always sat. She foolishly tossed it into
the garbage, but I salvaged it. Mommy was trying to connect with me by leaving the
necklace and the lipstick. She just didn’t know how to approach me. I knew it. Her
lipstick, in its bright red casing, whispered at me to put it on,
‘Wear me. I’m so pink. Wear me now!’
I smeared the moist pink shade over my dry, cracked lips. Mesmerized by my
resemblance to Mommy, I smiled. I then placed the lipstick back onto the shelf,
imprisoning it once again in the decay. Sneaking quietly past Daddy’s room, I was
overtaken by a wave of relief when I saw that he passed out on his bed. I went into
my room and lay on my covers. Burying my head into the depths of my pillow, I
drifted, dreaming of my lovely mommy.
I biked to the diner at dawn, my lips still protected by Mommy’s pink lip color.
The rays of the rising sun etched my long shadow extending me yards ahead. Cycling
through the residential streets, I wished she would visit today so she could see me
wearing her wondrous lip color. I wanted her to ask me about it. I longed to talk to
her—to hear her say my name.
All morning I waited. Finally, at 1:37 p.m. she came. I knew she would. She
would never leave me again. She sat down, claiming her usual spot by the open
window.
“Hi, I would like a coffee and two scrambled eggs,” she told me.
I wanted to shout out, ‘Hi, Mommy!’ but I didn’t want to cause her alarm. She
would talk to me when she was ready, I decided.
“Anything else for you?”
“No.”
She said this nonchalantly, but her lip curled, almost as if she was smiling at
SuspenseMagazine.com
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me. Five minutes sped by and I was back with her coffee and two scrambled eggs. As
I set her plate down, Mommy started brushing her gorgeous brown hair. Each hair
rested vertically on her shoulders; it was perfectly straight like mine.
“I have straight hair too!” I said, beaming.
“That’s nice,” Mommy said, still brushing her hair and staring out the window.
With my right hand outstretched, I glided my fingers though my hair. Halfway
through, my hand halted abruptly. What? A knot? I vehemently raked through,
trying to ignore the entanglement.
“That’ll be all,” Mommy said.
I smiled and curtseyed, praying my knot had gone unnoticed. I really did have
straight hair like hers. I knew it.
The next day at work, I felt the eyes of customers cemented on my skin. Even
Colleen’s mouth gaped open at me.
Several times, she asked me, “What happened to all your hair?”
I didn’t respond. It was my private business. I had been awake during the
night, blindly brushing my hair on my bed. In the morning, when rays of light finally
lifted the obscurity of night, I realized that I was surrounded. Colossal clumps of my
hair littered the bed sheets. Disgusted, I bolted to the bathroom to see my reflection.
Dried blood drew thin lines across my forehead. I splashed some tap water onto my
bloody skin. At least my remaining hair was straight like Mommy’s.
At noon, the clouds parted to reveal the scorching sun. The huge windows
of the diner allowed all the sunlight to saturate the room. I just knew Mommy was
coming. Then, as expected, she showed up at 12:27 p.m. and I rushed over to serve
her.
“Hello there. Did you do something with your hair?” she asked staring at her
menu.
She must’ve seen me from across the diner, I thought. I laughed nervously.
“Just get me a black coffee and eggs,” she said looking down at her watch.
I returned to the counter area. I stared at her. Her eyes honed in on the paper;
she was reading the Daily Times. She must be nervous too, I thought. She’s just
distracted because she’s...
Bing!
“Jane, soup’s all ready!” the chef’s voice called from the back.
The red bowl burned my hands as I navigated my way through a sea of bright
red tables and white chairs.
Just as I was nearing her table, my foot slipped and I plummeted to the floor.
Embarrassment rose like steam, and I glanced upwards to see the eyes. Mommy was
watching.
“Oh dear, don’t worry. My daughter is also a waitress.”
“Don’t talk to me like that, I’m right here.”
“What did you say, dear?”
I turned away, hot soup trickling down. Confusion consumed. Colleen
approached us, laughing vivaciously.
“Sorry ma’am. I’ll take care of this. Jane, sweetie, you go clean yourself up.”
My mommy’s voice pervaded through the door of the diner bathroom as I stood
8
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staring in the mirror.
“Oh, it’s all right. My baby’s a waitress,” she said in a muffled voice. My mouth
widened into a smile. She continued, “I hope she gets me something nice for my
birthday...”
“Something nice? She wants something nice? Nice…her birthday. She wants
something nice for her birthday,” I repeated aloud.
Sometimes the world was played in fast forward while I was paused. My
concentration did not stray. All I could think about was how I was going to make
everything up to Mommy. Recalling her upcoming special event, I had a brilliant
plan.
“Today is a special day,” I said to myself.
I told my boss that I was sick and left work. I removed my glasses and applied
the pink lip color. Departing from the diner, I straddled my rusty, blue bike and
followed her car. I cycled as carefully as possible, but without my glasses, I was
blindly swerving on the road to the unknown. I stayed half a block behind her because
I wanted it to be a surprise. We turned left on Stratton Rd., right on Minx Ave., and
then finally another right onto Malabar Dr. I parked my bike behind a giant oak tree
a few doors down from her yard. The scent of lavender from a nearby garden filled
my nostrils. Sweet surprises come. Watching her step out of the car made my hands
tingle.
Leaving her door open, she walked in the opposite direction with her—no—our
dog and then I realized…it was my chance! My legs carried me on a mad dash onto
our luscious green lawn and up four stairs onto our wooden porch. I peered inside.
A blanket of darkness covered every room except the kitchen where the light was on.
I entered the kitchen, glanced around at the wooden cabinets and the liquor bottles
lining the counter then closed the door. I felt right at home. Excitedly, I reached
into my pocket and pulled out her pearl necklace. I cracked the eggs, and boiled
the water. I was preparing her favorite. Every day she asked for eggs and coffee.
That’ll be my surprise. I finished, put the pearl necklace on and then sat at the
table, patiently awaiting Mommy’s arrival. The door creaked. She was back! I could
hear her drop the dog’s leash and remove her shoes. The sound of her footsteps was
amplified in my mind and they grew louder and louder as she came towards the
door. The booming noise caused a surge of excitement to convulse through my body.
The door opened. I smiled.
“Happy birthday, Mommy. I wanted to surprise you.”
My mommy’s eyes widened.
Glancing at the table, I realized my mistake. Quickly snatching a bottle of
liquor from the counter, I set it on the table like I had always done for Daddy.
Mommy extended her arm and reached for the bottle, but I sensed something
was wrong. I turned my downcast eyes towards her. All I saw was the bottle.
Crack. My skull split. I crumpled to the ground and a warm bath of blood
soothed my open wound. The bitter taste of Nebraska River Old Liquor once again
invaded my senses. To my surprise though, the grace of my mother’s touch was so
much more pleasant than the sting of my father’s punch.
SuspenseMagazine.com
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A Girl’s Desperate Need for Friendship

My “Book Club” is dysfunctional; totally and completely dysfunctional
and I say this because I know the girls would agree. Susan changed jobs and
had to postpone our meeting because it conflicted with her training period. I
had to postpone twice. Sick kids delayed us the first time, the second time I felt
pity on my husband. I was in fact planning on having four tipsy gals gathering
in my living room, at the exact moment he would be walking in from a five
hour flight in coach, after over a week across the country. I couldn’t do it to
him. Even I know how loud and obnoxious we can be when these books get
us talking.
When we did finally convene we were still missing one. Alexandra
couldn’t make it and it’s a last minute call. The kids won’t go to sleep and she
can’t sneak out without causing a scene. Why bring on tears with her departure,
only delaying bedtime even more when she can just stay home? I feel her pain;
I, too, have made this call. I have cancelled, changed my mind and brought
the kids along more times than I want to admit. I give in. Each woman in my
book club constantly “gives in” and I can only imagine how that translates to a
larger population. Is it in our genes as women; is it the friends I choose or what
is going on in our minds that make us do this?
This month we decide to go out and drink our wine in a restaurant,
rather than sitting in my living room. Although I keep repeating that we can
just stay here and sit in my yard, Susan and Jelly practically carry me out the
door. They want me to remember what it’s like to leave my house after dark.
My husband and I rarely make time for dates these days, and this—they keep
arguing—is something I have to do. We sit on the restaurant patio—at first—
just to enjoy the peace. We laugh when I am the only one not asked to show
ID, we debate drink ideas and watch the slow stream of people who pass us
by. I sit with “The Glass Castle” by Jeannette Walls in
my lap, along with a notebook and pen. It is a long
while however, until this book enters our stream of
consciousness.
First we must discuss Susan’s recent breakup. At an
attempt to lighten the mood I tell her it was perfect
timing. If she must find out her boyfriend is cheating
it might as well be the night before she visits her best
friend. We laugh and cry, talk about the boys that
came before and the ones certain to be in her future.
We remember the simpler days when we sat on my
parents’ front porch crying over broken hearts. Those
By: Amanda Goossen
heartaches seem so small, those times so much simpler.

Creating a Book Club:

Dysfunction
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Creating a Book Club:

A Girl’s Desperate Need for Friendship

We calculate Susan’s perfect man and remember that she was way too good for
the last one. Who needs a mostly unemployed idiot anyway; Susan has much
better prospects in her future.
Our next topic is Jelly’s wedding. The plans are just forming and the ideas
are all over the place, but we are three silly girls drinking in the bliss of the
upcoming nuptials. In another life I was most definitely a wedding planner. I
spring to action, coordinating her big day, becoming so obsessively compulsive
that we suddenly have to change the subject because the girls are becoming
afraid. With our most recent book club choice still nestled on my lap, it’s obvious where we should lead our dialogue.
“The Glass Castle” is a memoir by Jeanette Walls. It is the story of her life,
growing up with parents who—to say the least—were odd. Her father was a
man who could engineer almost anything, yet he was a troubled soul, fighting
a battle between his family and the booze. He didn’t believe in the law, medicine or almost anything with structure, which made being his child a torturous
adventure. Jeanette’s mother was a struggling artist; she stood by her man although he was abusive and almost useless. Jeanette and her three siblings had
no choice but to attack life. They worked hard, knew when to back down and
when to fight with all their strength. They did as they were told, they were
well-mannered children who were dealt a terrible hand, yet never complained.
They fought for themselves and each other, which in my opinion was the only
way they survived. These children lived in deplorable conditions and even
now as I recall what I read in Walls’ book, I have chills. This memoir was an
amazing read and something we all agree is worth recommending again and
again.
Our book discussion doesn’t last long this month. Jelly has once again forgotten to embrace the point of a book club, only reading half of our spectacular tale. Susan and I throw around ideas, but we agree pretty quickly that it is
an amazing story and the words are not up for debate since they are precise,
honest and breathtaking. How can we question anything; we don’t even try.
As I sit with the girls, I don’t have a lot to offer this month. I am enjoying
the company of two of my favorite people on Earth and offering up advice
and conversation when it seems right. Mostly the peace and quiet I am lounging in is taking over my body. I feel joy and love. I remember that I am blessed,
I am a person with every advantage and I am taking a step back to remind myself. As women, a majority of us may give in, compromise and take the shorter
end of the stick, but it’s okay. We don’t have to dwell on it; we just have to
make the most of it. That is why we create book clubs. The book gives us joy
in the weeks between, but these nights are for us. Our book club soirées let us
have peace, they remind us of who we are and they bring us that little bit of
me time that so many women forget to demand. I may think our book club
is dysfunctional, but what great thing in life doesn’t have its quirks. I love my
book club, dysfunction and all.
(Next month we are reading, “If I Am Missing or Dead” by Janine Latus…
who wants to start bets on turn-out and readership!?)
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Gilbert sometimes had a difficult time distinguishing himself from his food. He loved to eat. His
mouth was not meant to be empty; his stomach was
not meant to groan and yawl like an old ship tossed
by an angry ocean. Sometimes while he was waiting
for his mother to bring him food, he would push his
bunched fingers in to his mouth and suck on them.
Sometimes he forgot to suck and began to chew.
Each time a fiery needle shot into his flesh, reducing
him to a whimpering wreck. He didn't like it, but for
a moment it made him forget about his all consuming need.
As usual he was watching the door, waiting
for his mother. He had just woken from a deep darkness from a place in which he had a vague sense
of freedom that was never quite remembered. Still
he watched the door. He sniffed the air, but could
smell only the stale odors of a distant breakfast. He
grunted and tensed, holding his breath, as rigid as
his quivering body would allow. When his chest began to hurt he exhaled, shooting out missies of bile.
Still the door did not open.
Gilbert's slab of a forehead rippled into a
frown then smoothed again like melted butter. He
chewed distractedly on one of his bed sheets and
tried to make sense of his emptiness. He felt a vague
sense of wrongness about having to wait. His gut
churned and complained. He hoisted his gelatinous
body as close as he could to sitting. The bed wailed
on its reinforced frame and Gilbert's bile bubbled
and swirled like an active volcano. He began to
pound his enormous fists against his chest, sending
his body into a quivering spasm of gummy flesh. His
vacuous mouth opened wide and let out a primordial cry of helpless desire.
In the kitchen, every surface was laden with
empty bowls and plates, some gleaming fresh from
the dishwasher; others wore a coat of ermine fur.
Today Angela was running late. She hadn't taken
the meat out of the freezer this morning, she hadn't
rushed home from the restaurant as usual and she
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By: Corinna Underwood

didn't feel the usual bands of dread tightening her
chest. She began to move around the kitchen with
an unusual lightness in her step. Today she could
take her time because there was only one dish to
prepare.
She placed the largest mixing bowl in front
of her then began to chop vegetables. As she tossed
the chunks into the bowl she remembered watching her mother mix birthday cakes for Gilbert in
the same bowl. She didn't remember ever having a
birthday cake, but Gilbert had always been special.
She sighed and her hands trembled for a moment
as she added some chopped steak to the bowl. She
didn’t bother to cook it; she wasn't as painstaking as
her mother. She glanced over her shoulder to where
he mother sat. It was okay she wasn't watching; the
rocking chair was silent, still.
Angela could no longer recall when Gilbert
had been a small boy. He had dwarfed their world
for such a long time; she could no sooner divest him
of his enshrouding layers of flesh in her mind than
she could in reality. But she wondered sometimes if
somewhere within, was a little boy, lost and lonely
and waiting to be free.
Over the years she watched her mother work
her fingers to the bone to keep bread on the table, as
well as all the other staples Gilbert endlessly craved.
Every day she would prepare a gargantuan feast
for her favorite son while Angel and her mother ate
dry bread and sucked on cracked meat bones. Both
she and her mother worked at a restaurant, which
helped. The manager, old Bart, had taken a liking
to Angela and allowed her mother to take home as
much food as she liked in return for a nightly rendezvous in the wine cellar with her daughter.
Things changed when Walter took over the
restaurant. Angela's mother had been demoted to
serving while Angela was given a crisp new uniform
and new reasonability in the kitchen. Under Walter's
calculated instruction, she began to grow. She restyled her hair, started wearing lipstick and began to
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smile. Soon her face was permanently flushed from
Walter's compliments and their rendezvous took
place in his apartment upstairs, not the wine cellar.
Though Walter had never met Gilbert—and
never would—Angela confided in him on nights
when she was exhausted and the thought of going home to help her mother cook more food was
an anathema. He was very sympathetic and since
then promised her that he would find a solution to
her predicament. Her mother continued as normal
though the gourmet delights she brought home
each night were lost on Gilbert and never passed
her own lips.
Angela had been drawn to Walter like a butterfly is drawn to an exotic flower. First, he introduced
her to the subtle sweetness of Turkish candies and
lavender pastilles. Then, he seduced her with exotic
fruits dipped in chocolate and decadent sorbets flavored with alcohol. Before she had time even to find
which she liked best, he plied her with spiced meats
and strange sea foods from distant lands. She soon
became transfixed by the connoisseur of exquisite
culinary visions and could not resist his bombardment of tastes, textures and aromas. As her relationship with food and Walter grew, her brittle figure
had gradually become softly rounded. She smiled at
patted her plumping hips, proud of her new-found
voluptuousness.
Angela could no longer be bound to Gilbert
as he was bound to his bed by the lead weight of
his morbid obesity. She took a sidelong glance at
her mother as she tossed raw chicken into the bowl
then let her eyes rest on the jar. At first glance it was
as mundane as any smoke-glass jar, perhaps containing homemade jam, or relish. She left its wax
seal intact as Walter instructed in order to keep the
contents fresh until she was ready to use it. For a
moment she thought something stirred in its darkness then smiled at her own naïveté. The special ingredient—Walter explained—was imported from
Africa along with the latest batch of herbs and spices that he was using for his new Ethiopian menu.
Angela smiled again, more broadly this time, looking almost beautiful. Her milky skin and chocolate
eyes, glowed for a moment as she pictured Walter
in his restaurant, wearing the crisp chef's whites, his
dark hands a blur over his simmering creations as
he stirred, grated and spiced. Her mouth began to
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water as she recalled how he would suddenly still
from ministering the pots and would slowly raise a
spoon to her expectant lips. Her eyes would close
and she would be adrift on a sea of sensations inspired by mysterious destinations she would never
know other than through their exotic flavors.
Her face clouded as she began to mix in the
gravy. Gilbert could never really enjoy food. It was
too late. Absent-mindedly she added salt and pepper. Gilbert never noticed the taste of anything that
slid down his gullet. He wanted only to sate his lust,
to become engorged; only then was he happy and
fulfilled. Angela was different, for years she had lived
on the edge of starvation, but now she had found
someone who could sustain her.
Of course, Gilbert couldn't be entirely
blamed for his condition. Their father treated him
harshly since the beginning. Perhaps he didn’t mean
to be a bad parent, perhaps he was being the only
one he knew how to be, but he made Gilbert suffer.
While she got to sit on the father's lap, Gilbert had to
lie on the floor at his feet. Angela hadn’t felt to badly
for Gilbert, he almost seemed to like getting the occasional kick and was always pleased to be let out
of his cage. And their mother remained silent and
cooked and cooked. Things had gone on for a long
time that way before the accident.
Their father brought home a puppy for Angela. He won it in a card game. It was the cutest
little ball of fur she had ever seen. When the puppy
came, Gilbert was relegated to the basement and
the puppy took his place. Gilbert had been unhappy
with the arrangement, though no one really noticed
at the time. If it hadn't been for her mother, Gilbert
probably would have been completely forgotten
and ended his days in the basement. But she kept
him fed; nurtured his growing hatred for their father.
The only reason their father had to go down
to the basement that night was because of the
storm. The power cut our in the middle of his boxing match so he had to go and check the fuses. Angela was playing with Puff-ball and her mother was
cooking by candle light as the thunder was rumbling into the distance and suddenly the curdling
screams shook the house. He mother told her to stay
put, but she crept behind her down the basement
stairs and peeked around the corner. She could still
see the father lying on the floor, dwarfed by Gilbert
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who sat on his chest, with a string of jugular still
hanging from the stumps of his teeth.
After that Gilbert moved back upstairs and
she had been a little afraid of him, but her mother
said all he needed was good hot meals. Gilbert never left his bedroom after that and Angela never entered in there. Though she would help her mother
prepare his meals she never asked Angela to take
them to him and she was relieved. Only once as she
was passing his room, his mother came out, laden
with trays and Angela caught a glimpse through the
open door; a glimpse of the monster that Gilbert
had become.
She glanced over at her mother again. She
needed the rest, after all these years of constant
cooking and running up and down stairs and having to feed Gilbert, change his diapers. The thought
sickened Angela and she was pleased that at least
she decided to take matters into her own hands.
Walter was very understanding. Of course,
she didn’t tell him everything, there was no need
to explain exactly how it was with Gilbert; Walter
seemed to understand anyway. She had known all
along that he would help her do the right thing. She
stopped stirring the food sludge and held out her
left hand. The diamond winked at her; a subtle, sparkling dream amid a garish nightmare. She slipped it
off and put it into her apron pocket then reached for
the jar.
Gilbert didn't seem to notice a different person was bringing his food. He did notice that there
was only one bowl and he began to get agitated.
But when Angela shoved the bowl in his fumbling
hands he buried his face in it and got on with business. He came up for air when the bowl was almost
half empty. A chunk of raw chicken stuck to his
cheek and gravy dripped from his chins. He stared
at Angela silently for a long moment and she began
to fear that somehow he could recognize her. Then
suddenly he grinned, showing discolored tooth
stumps and bubbling, brackish saliva. She held her
breath, pulled the chair a little further from the bed
and sat down. To make the wait bearable she focused on Walter and the warm, aromatic embrace of
his kitchen.
Suddenly Gilbert let out an almighty belch,
so strong and fetid that Angela doubled over with
a wave of nausea. She thought about her mother
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sitting down below and was glad, so glad that she
was setting them all free. She forced herself back to
sitting and now she could see that something was
wrong. Gilbert was staring at the slops remaining in
his bowl, but he made no attempt to eat them. His
mouth moved in a silent monologue and he had a
strange look of puzzlement on his face as though
he didn’t know what was in his hands or what he
should do with it. He grunted suddenly, snorting
food down his nose and for a moment he seemed
to find this hilarious and began to cackle raucously,
sending a fountain of gravy from his mouth, narrowly missing her face and shirt…then…he stopped.
Suddenly Gilbert sucked in a deep breath
and his misshapen teeth snapped down on his lolling tongue. A thick trickle of saliva slithered down
into the folds of his chin. Then his eyes began to
dart rapidly from side to side, like shiny fish trying
to escape the confines of their bowls. His stomach
suddenly lurched beneath the food stained sheet.
He flung the bowl aside, tore off the bed clothes and
looked down at his hairless mound of a gut as though
it could tell him what was wrong. He clutched at it
feebly as though he could contain it all in his useless
hands then began to knead and stroke it like a faithful pet. His mouth opened wide, his thick tongue
floundered on his lips. He giggled childishly, again
expelling a shower of saliva. But this time it wasn't
the meaty brown color of the stew, instead it had
a crimson gloss. He didn’t notice it until he wiped a
hand across his slick lips, smearing it with his own
juices. He stared at his palm for a long moment, as
though trying to recall where he had seen it before.
Then he held it out to Angela with a look of confusion. She lowered her gaze, refusing to recognize
any humanity in his pleading stare.
Suddenly his body jolted into an earthquake
tremor. He clutched frantically at his gut. His head
thrashed from side to side, shooting bloody spittle
in an arc around the room. Angela pushed her chair
away form the bed but found her legs were shaking
as much as his and she could not stand. His milkwhite belly protruded from the bed like a quivering
mountain of lard.
In a split second, both their gazes were
pinned to the writhing mass of gut which was no
longer smooth and white, but was developing protrusions and as each once began more pronounced
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it took on an ugly purple hue. The fingers continued to stretch at Gilbert's stomach until suddenly
it erupted and he let out the long, blood-curdling
scream of a tortured animal. Five bloody sores now
gaped in his flesh. Within them there was a writhing
movement as though his intestines where trying to
break free of his body. Each hole glistened darkly as
blood welled in its center then was sucked back inside. Gilbert continued to writhe and scream while
Angela clutched at the arms of the chair, unable to
take her eyes from the unknowns that tunneled beneath her brother's flesh and drank greedily at his
juices. She did not have to wait long to see what
horror incubated within his body. From each wound
slowly squirmed a fat, eyeless grub, the rich color
of organ meat. They each raised their smooth, pulsating heads and wavered for a moment as though
sniffing the air then simultaneously they opened
disproportionately large maws, encircled with needle-sharp teeth and began to tear through his layers
of flesh and fat.
Angela could only watch, transfixed by the
visceral smoothness of his organs, how similar they
looked to the ones she had watched her mother
cull so many times from chickens, venison and
lamb. Then suddenly his intestines a stench of fetid decay swamped the room as the voracious sacs
of jelly bit down deeper. She held her breath and
tried to think of Walter's kitchen, warm and waiting
as each finely-toothed mouth feasted hungrily on
Gilbert and he shuddered in agony. His scream was
an almost silent gurgle now. Blood bubbled from
his mouth to his chest, saturating the shreds of his
pajama shirt. His eyes—which had been squeezed
closed as though he could make this horror disappear—now opened wide. They swam in her direction and paused. For a moment she thought she saw
something like a mixture of resignation and relief.
Then they rolled back into their sockets and Gilbert
was still, except for where the parasitic worms still
feasted on his flesh. His eyelids fluttered shut and
Angela breathed again. Then she gasped suddenly
as one eyelid popped open. In place of its glassy orb
was a viciously fine-toothed mouth which tore and
sucked at the surrounding puffy flesh. Then Gilbert
really began to come undone.
The maggot-monsters quickly grew fat on
their meal, churning through the remains of his gut.

Steadily Gilbert's body began to collapse in on itself
until clean, white bone shone through; the meager
frame that supported the weight of years of over-indulgence. Angela was able to stand now, but shakily. She stepped back behind the chair and gripped
it with claw-like hands. The six creatures, which had
once fit in a jar the size of a tea cup, shared Gilbert's
former bulk between them. They had sucked the
fatty tissue from Gilbert's body, chewed the gristle
of his eyeballs from his skull, devoured the soft meat
of his organs and now came the cracking and grinding of bone, the slurping of marrow, until all that
was left of Gilbert was a fine layer of grey dust and
a few stains on his shredded sheets. Angela glanced
at the clock. It flashed at her in a crimson mockery.
Only twenty minutes had passed and yet a lifetime
had gone by before her very eyes.
Now the creatures tore at the bed linens as
if to draw out the memory of the taste of Gilbert.
Their blind faces came up for air, weaving and sniffing for more flesh. Angela released the chair, but
her hands remained clawed at her sides. Slowly,
silently she stepped backwards towards the door,
hoping they were unaware that another meal was
only a few feet away. The glistening, engorged bodies pulsated; the razor-edged maws chewed air and
sought something more substantial, until suddenly
they clamped down upon each other and the frenzy
of slurping and gulping recommenced. Having no
control over their blood-lust, they gorged on their
bedmates until only two remained. Angela reached
behind her and felt the cold brass of the door knob
in her hand as the remaining two insatiable monsters locked onto each other head to tail and it was
impossible to tell where one began and the ended.
Finally they had neither strength nor means to continue. They twitched reluctantly then lay still, locked
in an infinite embrace.
Angela pulled the door open and stepped
back into the hall, closing it behind her. She followed the smell of stale food back to the kitchen
and reached into her apron pocket. With the glistening diamond in place on her finger she slipped
on her coat. A last glance was at her mother who sat
in the rocking chair, silent and still, guardian of the
kitchen her glazed eyes could no longer see. Angela
licked her dry lips and tasted freedom. She had to
get back to the kitchen, Walter was waiting.
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Dave Brown

Born in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, Dave started drawing by tracing comic book
characters. Soon he found he was able
to look at any character and draw it free hand and
started creating his own characters. As he grew older he started paying
attention to tattoos people had and was in awe of the detail that went
into many of the pieces he'd seen. Saving money and buying what ever
tattoo magazine he could get his hands on, he would do the same as he
did with the comic book characters. Pieces that caught his eye would
be the ones he'd try to recreate with his own spin and style. It wasn't
until his late teen years when he would get his first sketch pad and start
designing his own personal ideas for tattoos. When he shared them
with close friends, he was told he had some talent. For years he has
been selling tattoo designs to people in his hometown creating a small
name for himself. The pictures were all signed D.B. and from what he
has been able to ascertain, many of those people still have their original picture kept in a safe place.
Never attending an art school, he learned to draw by incorporating the
styles of some of his favorite artists. Originally inspired by Stan Lee
and his ability to create fantastic, but somewhat real characters, showed that any idea can work if executed properly. When he first
saw the movies Alien and Species, he fell in love with the look and bazaar beauty of the creatures found. H.R. Gigar has a way of
making gruesome and beautiful work come together to create a new "beauty" all it's own. While Clive Barker is one of his favorite
writers/directors, he later stumbled upon the fact that Barker was also a painter. His paintings showed you should never be afraid
to put any of your ideas out in the open; anything could become your greatest work. Years after he stopped reading comics, a new
upcoming artist caught his eye, Todd McFarlane. He thought it was great that McFarlane never censored his art in order to reach
a wider audience; he does what he loves with passion and has no regrets just as Dave tries to do.
Dave's style is a mix of comic book and tattoo art coming together. However, he recently illustrated a book written by his father,
("Tabby Goes to School" by David Brown Sr.) that brought him back to creating comic strip style characters. Although, he loves
to create gothic and horror images with a little fantasy mixed in. As he creates a new drawing, he tries to have a story or theme
to go with it in order to give it some life. He doesn't pre-sketch any of his work; it is strictly pen and paper. Dave believes if it
doesn't work the first time, it just isn't going to work and will start
from scratch in order to get the picture in his head on the paper. Like
Todd McFarlane, he does not restrict his art to appeal to everybody.
He believes censorship has no place in art of any medium whatever
it may be. Movies, music, drawings, paintings, or even video games
should be used to bring the creators vision to an audience the way it
was meant to be.
When he's not working he spends time with his daughter Tabatha who
was the inspiration for his father's book. He is a huge horror movie
fan and has a pretty big collection that keeps him entertained all the
time. When he’s not watching movies to relax, he plays video games
with friends online. He tries to stay light-hearted and not let life get
him down when the going gets tough. He encourages young, new artists to never stop what you love to do. No matter what anybody says,
keep your dream alive.
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Murderous Retreat

By: Starr Gardinier Reina

All she wanted to do was get away—far away from the rat race
she called her life; but little did she know her retreat would turn into
a nightmare. Not once did she expect it to end up like this.
She stopped running, grabbed her aching sides and gasped for
breath. She would do almost anything to have her hectic life back
rather than to be going through this. She needed to find help and to
get away from what she just witnessed. She wasn’t sure if he saw her
or not, but Catrina wasn’t taking any chances. Not wanting to stand
there for very long in case he was behind her, she ran from the river
as fast as she could.
*****

“Honey, I just need to get away. You know how stressed I’ve
been.”
Catrina Hollander spoke quietly. She was hoping that Quinten
would understand that she needed to flee from her life for just a little
while and that it had nothing at all to do with him. She loved her
husband beyond measure and she was not leaving him.
They were sitting in the back of their home in the gazebo, shaded
from the hot sun. It was where she went to smoke as Quinten quit
years before and she hated smoking in the house. She just got home
from work and was exhausted after another long day. She hadn’t
yet changed from her business suit, but kicked off the high heels she
endured all day. She sat with her feet on top of her husband’s legs
as he sat across from her. When Quinten was home and not traveling,
this time together was something they often shared.
“I do know and I want you to book it. Go on your trip; you’ll
feel better when you return.”
“Are you sure? You’re not upset?”
“You’ve had a lot on your plate lately and unfortunately, there has
been little I could do to help. Yes, I help with your brothers where I
can, but that’s one burden you have to handle since you are Brent’s
health care agent. You need to get away and revitalize yourself.”
“Thank you for understanding,” she told him.
She figured he would empathize because that was the way he
was. At the same time, she didn’t want him to think he was part of
her problems; far from it.
“What’s to understand? Sweetheart, you’re nearing melt down and
what would I do without you? Please, don’t worry; just go and have
a good time.”
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Catrina had been under enormous pressure from her job as a paralegal in a busy
law firm, was taking care of her brothers, and was still having a hard time dealing with
the loss of her mother. Last year, her mother died leaving her in charge of taking care of
both Douglas and Brent Garnell, her mentally-challenged, adult brothers. She was close to
her mother and when she died, Catrina was crushed. She sought counseling to get past
the grief, but it left a hole in her heart that nothing could ever fill.
During the time she was seeing her psychologist, Brent, the eldest, was diagnosed
with congestive heart failure. After a two-week stay in the hospital, he came to stay with
Catrina and Quinten. He stayed for almost two weeks before Catrina allowed him to go
back home. He and Douglas lived only a mile from Catrina and therefore, she felt it was
okay for him to be in familiar surroundings again.
From that point on, Catrina was the one responsible for bringing him to his doctor
appointments, making sure his many prescriptions were refilled on time, making sure he
stayed on his low-sodium, low-fat diet and the one who tried to get him to quit smoking
and exercise; to no avail.
Douglas was younger than Catrina and was not as disabled as Brent, but was
very manipulative. When Catrina decided to put Brent in a full-time care facility so that
someone could monitor his daily medication and diet regimen, Douglas told Brent that he
didn’t have to go because no one could legally force him. The only thing Douglas was
concerned about was Brent’s money that he got from social security. Recognizing the fact
that she could do little else, Catrina did her best to properly care for Brent while working
a full time job. It was too much for her and she was beginning to experience breakdowns,
crying over the simplest things.
Quinten’s job often took him out of town for days at a time, so it was equally hard
for him to help as much as he wanted to. He did as much as he could for her, but the
brunt of the responsibilities lay on Catrina. He worked for the city as a water specialist
and his job was that of monitoring the systems and making sure the equipment was running smoothly. He would often be sent out of town to the manufacturers’ plants to attend
meetings and inspect their supply to be sure that they were sending quality parts.
Catrina idolized her husband; he was so good to her. When he was home, he
would try to pick up the slack by doing laundry and cleaning the house. On occasion, he
would even do the grocery shopping. To everyone they seemed the perfect couple; always
there for one another. A few times, however, Catrina secretly felt Quinten was glad when
he had to leave town on business. She didn’t blame him.
Now, she wished Quinten told her not to go. This wasn’t something she expected
to happen to her. She wanted a vacation, a retreat; instead, here she was running for
her life instead of from it. She rented a cabin in the mountains for four days, calling it
her ‘sanity saver.’ Now, however, it wasn’t saving her at all, but was putting her life in
danger.
The night she arrived, she called Quinten to tell him she arrived safely. He told her
the next day he was scheduled to leave on business and would call her the next night.
On her second day, she decided to go for a walk to clear her mind. She hiked
down to a small river not far from where her cabin was situated. She walked slowly, enSuspenseMagazine.com
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joying the pleasant weather, the beautiful surroundings and the peace and quiet. Quinten
told her to leave her cell phone at home as she didn’t need it and she wouldn’t be able
to relax if it were constantly ringing.
She was sitting on the banks when a woman came running down a hill toward her
screaming for help. The woman didn’t see her as she was running blindly; her clothes were
torn and her face was bloody. Catrina stood up and began to walk toward the woman.
That was when she saw him. A man came trotting after the woman; he had something in
his hand, but was too far away at the time for her to see what it was. Catrina quickly
ducked behind a large tree and stood there not knowing what to do. Before she had time
to act, the man caught up with the woman near the edge of the riverbank. He hit her
hard across the head with a shovel. Catrina was barely able to stifle her screams. The
force of the strike caused the woman to fall face first into the water. She stood there in
shock, unable to believe what she just saw.
The man just laughed, still holding the bloodied shovel. Catrina knew the woman
was dead and she couldn’t do anything for her. She was appalled at the scene before her
and knew she had to get out of there before the man saw her, lest she end up dead
as well.
Catrina moved to crouch down behind the tree. In doing so, she stepped on some
dry leaves and the sound seemed to echo loudly around her. The man stopped laughing
when he heard the noise and looked in her direction. She held her breath and waited.
Catrina closed her eyes and prayed he wouldn’t come over to where she was to investi-
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gate the sound. Fortunately, he must have decided he was alone and was hearing things
because when she opened her eyes again, she saw him still standing where he was. He
took another look at the woman in the river, laughed again and then started walking back
up the hill the way he came.
Catrina stayed there a while longer to make sure he was gone. Then she got up
and darted towards her cabin. She knew there wasn’t a phone in it, so she cut across
through another set of trees toward the office.
After finally arriving, she stood a moment on the porch trying to catch her breath.
She then dashed in the door and incessantly rang the little bell that was sitting on the
counter. After a few moments, the middle-aged woman who checked her in came out and
asked how she could help her.
“I have to use your telephone,” she was still breathing hard and it actually hurt her
lungs to get out the few words.
“We have a pay phone…”
“No,” Catrina interrupted trying to calm herself enough to speak again. “I must call
the police. Please!”
“What’s this about?”
“Can I explain later? Please let me use your telephone.”
“Okay, we have a phone in here; come this way,” she opened the little gate that led
behind the counter and showed Catrina to the back door leading into their living quarters.
“Danny!” the woman yelled out as they entered.
Catrina cried out when the man entered the room. She couldn’t believe her eyes.
It was the man she just saw murder a girl. She looked from the woman to Danny with
wide eyes. She was terrified.
“What have you done now, Danny?” the woman asked after seeing Catrina’s face.
The man smiled and said, “Just getting rid of some trash. Looks like I have more
to deal with.”
Catrina fainted.
When she woke, she was lying on a couch. She looked around her and realized she
was in the living quarters of the motel manager’s home. The events of the girl’s murder
and the meeting of the man who killed her came rushing back to her.
She got up quickly and ran to the door she entered earlier; it was locked. Catrina
noticed it needed a key to open it from the inside. She tried the way out at the back of
the living room; no success. She spotted a doorway and went through it only to find herself in the kitchen. There was a back exit, which she checked and found locked as well.
Looking around, she spotted a block of knives. Taking one from the holder and brandishing
it as a weapon, she walked back into the living room.
She stopped short and the knife fell out of her hand when she saw him sitting on
the sofa, smiling.
“Quinten?”
It was the only word she was able to utter before the shovel came crashing down
on her head.
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Catherine Coulter is one of those authors that sort of flies
under the radar. We are not sure why since she has written
over twenty novels, fifteen of which are in her FBI series. She
has two different genres that she hits, historical romance
and suspense/thrillers. In her FBI series, she has the husband
and wife team of Savich and Sherlock. She has been very
Interview By: Suspense Magazine
good at keeping the characters fresh and full of life, while
having the twists and turns in the plot line that make it hard to put it down. She is also a very
engaging author with her readers. She has a newsletter to keep you updated, which you can
find on her website www.catherinecoulter.com and encourages her readers to contact her. It
was amazing that with such a busy schedule of writing we were able to get an interview from
Catherine.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What historical event in history would you have liked to witness
in person?
Catherine Coulter (CC): This is very tough; so many historical
events I think would have been fascinating to witness personally, like the Norman Conquest in 1066. But can you begin to imagine the gore? Nope, so forget famous battles. Let's
hear it for joy and hope and beauty…the wedding of Lady
Diana and Prince Charles.
S. MAG.: If you could sit down with any person, alive or
dead and interview them for one hour, who would it be?
CC: This one is easy. Wellington wins, hands down.
S. MAG.: Since you have set the bar so high on your work,
do you feel pressure with each book you write?
CC: My "bar" is hitting #1 on the New York Times Bestseller
List. Every single American author's "bar" is first to hit the
NYT list, then to hit higher and longer with every book. If
you don't, then you're a 'failure' in your own mind, for a little
while at least, so once you hit #1, there's no place else to go
except down. This is in the face of knowing the NYT List isn't
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all that meaningful since it's not based on actual sales like BookSense
and USA Today. “Knock Out” hit #1 and I blitzed out on the ceiling
for a good twenty-four hours. “Tail Spin” in paperback came in at
#2, which—face it—is wonderful, but it wasn't #1. Our brains are so
screwed up. Do I feel pressure? Here's the kick…no. I never think about
it until the book is actually out there on the shelves and only then it’s
‘oh please, #1, #1, #1, oh please’, which, naturally, is impossible every
time and really rather sad when you think about it…so I try not to.
S. MAG.: “Knock Out” is the thirteenth book in your FBI Thriller series. When you started did you imagine the series lasting so long?
CC: In 1996, I was visiting my family in Texas. To be honest, I was out
of juice. Then, and isn't this a kick…my sister comes up to me and
says, 'Have you ever heard of this little town on the coast of Oregon?
It's called The Cove. They have the world's greatest ice cream and bad
stuff happens.' I went en pointe. “The Cove” was extraordinarily successful and guess what? That's all the publisher wanted. I had made
the main guy in it an FBI agent. Why? I don't know; it was all happenstance. In any case, I was sitting there thinking what am I going
to do for a second thriller? And there was this voice behind my right
ear saying, 'What about me?' It was Dillon Savich, an FBI computer
weenie who appeared in the last third of “The Cove”. So then came,
“The Maze”, staring both Savich and Sherlock. It wasn't until the third
book, “The Target” when I even thought of it in terms of an embryonic
series—S&S were secondary characters in this one, appearing only
once, but they were there. I came to realize that it didn't matter if they
were secondary or shared the stage with new characters; they were
the glue that held everything together. I'm now writing “Whiplash”—
the fourteenth thriller—and still loving it. I pray that when it's time to
end their run…I'll recognize it.
S. MAG.: Do you find the greatest challenge now in writing, the
continuing character development with Sherlock and Savich or
creating the villain plots for your books?
CC: To be honest here, nothing is any more of a challenge than anything else…characters, plot ideas or villains…everything has to
come together.
S. MAG.: What is on your ipod right now?
CC: In memorium: Michael Jackson's Thriller.
Catherine Coulter is an author that you need to have on your library shelf. “The Cove” is a great place to start, since it is her first
book in the FBI series. We would like to thank Catherine for taking
the time to share some insight with us.
SuspenseMagazine.com
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Ask Your
Writing Career
Coach
with Tiffany Colter
Tiffany Colter has been contributing to Suspense Magazine for a few months. She has
excellent advice and information along with places to start in order to get your work
out there as well as ways to improve your writing. Don’t miss her informative articles.
Q.
I want to write full-time, but I don’t have lots of money for classes and conferences. What can I do
to become a writer?
A.
With people losing their jobs, many have decided to begin pursuing the interests they’ve
always had, but never had time to even consider. At Writing Career Coach, this has led to the largest summer in the history of our company in new clients, projects and page views to our blog/
website.
Along with this growth, however, is the reality that the usual ways of getting in front of decision makers in publishing isn’t possible for many people. The larger writer’s conferences that
offer editor and agent appointments—with their thousand dollar price tags—are out of reach to
many.
All the news isn’t bad, at the same time these gatherings are down, online communities are beginning to grow and offer the aspiring writer access to information that would be unheard of
ten or even five years ago. The key is making sure the information you get is accurate.
So, for the budget conscious, here are some free or low-cost ways to advance your writing career
while you’re waiting for your bank account to catch up to your aspirations.
1. Books
Books are the first and best way to start to learn about publishing. Many authors limit themselves to reading books in their genre. While I love a Dean Koontz book as much as the next
suspense lover, reading only his books will do nothing but make me sound like a poor excuse
for Koontz.
Instead, cross genres. Spend time reading Romance books. I find the sweet romances of Steeple
Hill Inspirational Romantic suspense line, delve deeper emotionally-rather than physically-in to
24
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the lives of their characters. Since I have a tendency to be very plot driven this helps me to add
realistic emotions to my characters.
Also, take the time to read books on marketing and social networking. This will help you with
the all important platform development [to read more on this get the July issue of Suspense Magazine from the archives]. Finally, get “Writing the Breakout Novel” by Donald Maass. It is one of
the best step-by-step book/workbook combinations I’ve encountered to take a weak manuscript
and whip it in to shape.
2. Blogs
Blogs provide the opportunity for anyone to share information to everyone at no cost. For this
reason seek out publishers, editors and bestselling authors whenever possible. Literary Agent
Chip MacGregor has a blog (www.ChipMacGregor.com) where he talks about publishing. He
also allows authors to email questions about query letters, industry news, how to work with
editors and many other things of interest to writers. According to Publisher’s Weekly ‘Deal Makers’ list, he is the busiest agent in the country. That is a great source of free information.
The downside is that you can spend all of your time reading blogs and never writing. I suggest
you find no more than five or six blogs that give you regular, good information and subscribe
to them. That way you are alerted when new blogs go up and you’re not wasting time surfing
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around the internet.
3. Online Writing Groups
Along those same lines get involved with online writing groups that are affiliated with reputable organizations. Romance Writers of America and American Christian Fiction Writers are
two large groups that immediately come to mind. Both have local chapters that are part of the
larger national/international organization. This offers writers an opportunity to network with
aspiring and published authors for a low annual due. There are also free or low-cost classes offered as part of membership.
National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo) also offers chats and local groups every November as part of the novel writing
flurry. The key is to remember that as part
of these great networking opportunities
you need to give as well as get. These are
about building relationships and learning
more about your craft. Fully engage.
4. Write and Submit
Look for opportunities to submit work to
publications for pay as well as for bylines.
Suspense Magazine offers wonderful opportunities to suspense writers. Don’t overlook
local publications looking for human interest pieces or local lore. These give you experience with all facets of the writers life:
interviewing, researching, writing, and
working with editors and rejection.
Remember, opportunities about when we
take the time to look at them. The truly
successful people are those who are not
stopped by roadblocks, but who find a way
around them. If being a writer is really your
goal and dream don’t allow lack of finances
to slow your progress. There are too many
other available opportunities out there.
Do you have a question? Contact me
through Suspense Magazine or through my
website www.WritingCareerCoach.com.
Let me know your question and that you
found me here.
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The Art of Crafting a Short Story
Lesson 3 in a Series of Lessons

The Creation of Characters

By S. Colson

F

or the Creation of Characters we will be delving into character description, character setting and the
believability of a character. This vital information should always be taken into consideration when you
not only creating your character, but placing him or her into a believable setting.
Character Description:
There are all types of characters that you can breathe life into. Take a moment and think of all the people you
speak to and see on a daily basis. These are lessons that I’m teaching and what goes with lessons? Homework. Your
assignment for today is to sit down and physically describe a character. Take one trait you notice about the person
you may be looking at right now (if you’re not looking at anyone, visualize the last person you saw today). Now
combine that attribute with a different feature from another person. Don’t stop there, keep going. Use various characteristics from different people and make them into one character. What do you have? You should have a unique
looking character that you can use to build upon. You can add personality, such as when he or she is frustrated they
may perhaps look up in the air and roll their eyes or when they smile their entire face seems to light up. You get the
idea, now create the picture.
As an aside, if you would like to play around and create characters and discuss them with me, you can email
editor@suspensemagazine.com and they will get your correspondence to me for reply.
One of the biggest mistakes a writer can make is to not show the reader who the character is. By this I do not
mean simply that he or she is a famous television personality, but also what do they look like? What mannerisms do
they have? It’s your character, be creative and show the reader just who that person is you created. After all, a reader
wants to know these things. Those traits make a character believable, which will be discussed in our next lesson.
There’s an outstanding author that I admire by the name of Anne Lamott. She wrote “Bird by Bird” . In this
instructional book, she suggests a well-rounded individual “…how they stand…what happens to their faces and to
their posture when they are thinking, or bored, or afraid” (45). Lamott makes a great point when she asks, “…can
you see what your people look like…” (46). Visualize that character you just created. If you cannot picture them,
what makes you think your readers will?
Character description is not just physical characteristics, but also of how the person’s attitude is depicted. A
good example is author Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The Minister’s Black Veil2. Here he shows us how the character Mr.
Hooper views himself when he catches a glimpse in the mirror:
At that instant, catching a glimpse of his figure in the looking glass, the black veil involved
his own spirit in the horror with which it overwhelmed others. His framed shuddered, his
lips grew white, he spilt the untasted wine upon the carpet, and rushed forth into the darkness. (42)
The reader can see how terrifying Mr. Hooper found himself. This character description is forceful because
it is done in just a few words. Mr. Hooper’s entire attitude and the stark reality of the image he portrays to others are
plain to see not only to himself, but to the reader as well.
Without description, the story is flat and uninteresting. If the reader cannot see who the character is or why
he or she should care about that character, then the reader will simply walk away.
I would like to invite anyone with questions regarding this lesson or any others given by me to email them to
editor@suspensemagazine.com. Please put “Lesson Question” in the subject line so it will be delivered to the proper
person.
Next month in lesson four, we will discuss the second part of this lesson: Character Setting.
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Truth or Legend

“Lizzie Borden”

By T. A. Wright

		
I don’t know if there’s one person over the age of
eighteen who hasn’t heard of Lizzie Borden. Below is part of the
information (paraphrased) that is available for you to draw your
own conclusions:
On August 4, 1892 at 92 Second Street in Fall River, Massachusetts,
the Borden’s maid, Bridget (“Maggie”) Sullivan was laying down.
At eleven o’clock she heard the City Hall bell ring. She heard
Lizzie Borden cry out, “Maggie, come down! Come down quick;
Father’s dead; somebody came in and killed him.” Approximately
a half hour after Andrew Borden’s corpse was discovered, the
body of Abby Borden, Lizzie’s step-mother’s was found on the
second floor, “hacked almost beyond recognition”. Investigators
found Abby’s body cold, while Andrew’s had been discovered
warm, indicating that Abby was killed earlier, assumedly at least
ninety minutes earlier than Andrew.
Under the headline “Shocking Crime: A Venerable Citizen and his
Aged Wife Hacked to Pieces in their Home,” the Fall River Herald
reported that news of the Borden murders “spread like wildfire.” A Herald reporter who visited
the crime scene said Mr. Borden’s face was “sickening”. Over the left temple a wound six by four
was made like it had been pounded with an axe’s dull edge. The left eye was dug out and a cut ran
the length of his nose. His face was hacked to pieces and the blood covered the man’s shirt. Gore
not withstanding, the room was orderly and there was no sign of a struggle. The initial suspect as
reported in the Herald was the “Portuguese laborer” who visited the Borden home earlier in the
morning, asking for the wages due him. Apparently, Andrew Borden told him he had no money
and to call on him later. The story also said the medical evidence suggests that Abby Borden was
killed by a tall man, who struck the woman from behind.
Lizzie Borden, circa 1889

Only two days after the murder, papers started to report evidence that thirty-three-year-old Lizzie
Borden may have had something to do with her parents’ murders. Eli Bence, a clerk at S. R. Smith’s
drug store in Fall River, told police that Lizzie visited the store the day before the murders and
tried to purchase prussic acid, a deadly poison. The Boston Daily Globe reported rumors that “Lizzie
and her stepmother never got along peacefully and that for a considerable time back they have not
spoken.” However, family members insisted relations between the two women were quite normal.
28
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The Boston Herald, meanwhile, viewed Lizzie as above suspicion: “From the consensus of
opinion it can be said: In Lizzie Borden’s life there is not
one unmaidenly nor a single deliberately unkind act."
Lizzie’s biological mother died when she was only
two-years-old and Lizzie had no recollection of her.
Her father was married to Abbey (Durfee) Borden for
twenty-seven years and lived in their house on second
street for twenty of those years.
I think it’s interesting to note that when Lizzie was
interviewed by the police after the murders, one
question that was asked was what she called her stepmother…was she a mother to her? She said she called her
“mother” in the beginning, but six or seven years before
Abby’s murder, she reverted to calling her “Mrs. Borden”.
During said interview, there were several times where
her answers would dictate her uneasiness and disdain in
having to answer questions.
Lizzie Borden took an axe,
And gave her mother forty whacks,
When she saw what she had done,
She gave her father forty-one.

Original Indict

ment

Actually, the couple received only twenty-nine whacks, not the eighty- one as suggested by
the famous ditty, but the popularity of the above poem is a testament to the public’s fascination
with the 1892 murders of the Bordens and the trial the following year of Lizzie. The source of that
fascination might lie in the almost
unimaginably brutal nature of the
crime since Lizzie was a woman, rich
and thirty-three. Most historians find
it compelling that she was acquitted
by a jury in the face of prosecution’s
evidence.
This legend is all over the Internet and
has been told and re-told throughout
the years. No matter what you believe,
the details and photographs are
gruesome. I would say this legend…or
not…is a very good place to start for
any author’s story.
The Borden house in Fall River, Massachusetts
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New Authors

Raymond Khoury

R

aymond Khoury is a native of Lebanon. He has traveled to
different parts of the world including Lebanon, the US, England
and France. He has also held different career titles along the
way. He studied architecture at the American University of Beirut in
Lebanon. He was an illustrator for Oxford University Press’ Middle
East Office. After receiving his MBA from the European Institute of
Business Administration, he went to London and was employed at
Banque Paribas Capital Markets.
Raymond now works as a screenwriter and producer in Los Angeles
and London. His writing credits include novels: “The Sanctuary”, “The
Last Templar” and his latest release, “The Sign”. He has also written
screenplays Eater, a television script for a miniseries commissioned
by F/X; The Maid of Buttermere and Dispatches From The Front.
Suspense Magazine (S.MAG.): How did you celebrate your first book
being published?
Raymond Khoury (RK): We threw a big barbecue party in our garden
for all our friends and handed out T-shirts with the cover on it. I know;
cheesy…but fun.
S.MAG.: What is the one mystery you would like to solve for yourself?
RK: Will (TV Series) “Lost” end with a conclusion that makes any kind
of sense, or are they just winging it and we’re all in for a massive
disappointment.
S.MAG: What historical event would you like to have witnessed in
person?
RK: The moon landing.
S.MAG: What is on the horizon for you?
RK: More books—the next two are mapped out already—and possibly
a new TV series.
S.MAG: What is on your bucket list that you have to complete?
RK: So many things... Directing a movie; directing a movie based on my own screenplay and/or book. Getting
Pixar to produce a movie from a screenplay of mine, ideally while my kids are still young enough to really get
a kick out of it. Competing in a WRC Rally car race and/or in Le Mans, and then living to remember it. Learning
how to kite-surf. Sailing around the world with my wife and kids (not sure the cats can come too, but we can
try). Then there’s the ‘impossible’ list, which I won’t go into here...
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I

don’t know about other authors
out there, but when I was growing
up, reading this author or that
author, I knew everyone who wrote,
wrote in a specific genre. Perhaps it was
what they were drawn to read as a child,
maybe a certain subject was what got their
creative juices moving or it could have even
been something a parent found especially
interesting to read so that’s what they wrote
about. Whatever the reason, I now realize By Terri Ann Armstrong
there is nothing stopping any one of us from
‘jumping genres’.
For me, poetry will always be my first and deepest love.
Being afflicted with a major case of OCD (obsessive compulsive
disorder) poetry is clean, precise, orderly…and it rhymes too.
What more could a compulsive, somewhat over thirty-five woman
want?
Next came self-help. Who out there doesn’t think they have
a life lesson that would give a leg up to those who’ve lacked their
experience? Not me! I started with self-acceptance and then went
to a book for husbands to be a better husband. It was short,
sweet and to the point, making it man-friendly. That wasn’t a
dig, I tip my hat to you fellas.
You know, it’s funny how things turn around. I have an
author friend, truth be told, she’s more like my sister, but I
digress. There was a contest last year, for the best short story—
genre mystery. She immediately thought of me and told me I
should write a short story and submit it. Nothing ventured,
nothing gained, right? Yeah…right. Write a mystery? I write
poetry and self-help. What are you thinking? Again I digress.
Have you ever sat at your computer staring at a blank
white screen and wondered, what now? I have, too many times to
count, but lo and behold this…was not one of those times. I got
an idea almost instantaneously and was off and running, ahem…

geN
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writing. I wrote a story titled, Foreshadowing Flames and I was pretty impressed with
myself. After that came, Who Needs Shampoo? along with three more: Dressed for
Murder, Campground Creeper and The Woman in the Attic.
Writing my first short story taught me something, I could write a short story;
something I always wanted to do, but never thought I could. Those who know me
would tell you it’s because I yammer on and on, I just think it’s because I could
never find the proper subject. One of life’s perfect lessons, never underestimate your
abilities. Once I wrote four more, I discovered something even more profound: I like
writing mystery and here’s the kicker, I’m pretty darn good at it! I’m not thumping my
own chest here, but there’s nothing wrong with believing in oneself and as my daddy
always said, ‘Never say anything negative about yourself, there are too many people
willing to do it for you.’
Those short stories didn’t win the contest for me and after reading some of the
stories on Suspense Magazine’s website, I now understand why. Remember, as good
as you are, as good as you’ll get, there’ll always be someone better. Not winning didn’t
matter however, the simple act of realizing I could indeed write a short story and now
realizing I love writing mysteries was my prize.
Writing is a teacher all by itself, you learn things, you grow, you change and if
you’re paying attention, you improve all the time. Changing genres when the mood
strikes you stretches your writing muscles and like any other muscle, flexing keeps
you limber and in shape.
Since all of this started—with my author sister—I have written a mystery
trilogy the first of which is being considered for publication as I write this article.
I’ve started another, gotten a futuristic, first-person novel started, am co-authoring
a murder mystery and I even have a movie company looking at one of the dramas I
wrote. There’s a possibility of having a made-for-TV movie based on said work tucked
securely under my author’s belt.
All the changes I’ve made in my writing world have led me to bigger and better
things. But more than that, it’s taught me to believe in myself and my talent as a
writer no matter what genre I choose. So jump your own genre, especially if you’ve
considered it. If you find you’re too far out of your comfort zone, there’s nothing that
can stop you from going back. However, if you find you like and are good at another
genre, add it to your author’s resume. Variety is the spice of life, but eclectic writing
can produce the next great American novel.
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Murder on the Menu

Keith and Margo's LA Murder Mystery Dinner
By: Claudia Vargas
Contributors: Edgar Beltran and Hektor Hipolito

You walk into Matteo’s Restaurant, go upstairs and Al—the host of the evening—greets you. From this
point on, you suspect everyone and anything you hear could be a lie. Instructions are presented to the crowd
and even if it’s your first time, you soon find yourself breaking the ice with other mystery seekers. Your job:
to help Detective Michael solve the crime.
Welcome to Keith and Margo’s LA Murder Mystery Dinner!
If you are looking for something fun, exciting and thrilling Keith and Margo’s Murder Mystery Dinner
is worth experiencing. They put on a fabulous show along with a great dinner. The actors are superb, and
Michael—the detective—will keep you laughing the entire night. You will help him solve the murders, but
fair warning: the killer can be sitting right next to you. This show is intended to be interactive and guests are
encouraged to help solve the mystery.
According to Margo, “The whole key to it is that you don’t know what’s going to happen.” You don’t know
who the actors are and whether or not the person sitting next to you is part of the show.” (The scripts change
every month so you can witness different murder cases month-to-month.)
Since 1985, Keith and Margo have been entertaining guests by putting on shows like the Murder Mystery
Dinner. They also host corporate events, private dinner parties, mystery weekend events and much more that
everyone will enjoy. In addition, Keith heads up the CSI Murder Mystery Weekend. This event is perfect
for companies seeking to do team-building events. You can visit the website at: www.murdermystery.com.
Check out our interview with Margo Morrison, co-owner of Murder Mystery, Inc.
Suspense Magazine (S.MAG.): How
selective are you at choosing the cast?
Margo Morrison (MM): We are extremely
selective at choosing the cast. They must
have improvisational experience and humor
in order to be able to mingle with the crowd
and keep them entertained. Casting the main
actors is extremely important; the detective
must be clever and funny. The host must be
organized, people-friendly and very fast to
handle any situation good or bad. Overall,
the actors must be able to fit in with the
crowd.
34
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S.MAG.: How did the idea for murder mystery come up?
MM: I was bartending at the time as every good actor does (laughs) and I saw an ad for a murder mystery
weekend and thought it was the perfect thing for me because since I was nine-years-old I read murder
mysteries. I was dating Keith at the time—we’re married now—so we decided to move to Los Angeles in
1985. There was nobody doing mystery events at the time in the area; that’s how it all got started.
S.MAG.: How long have you been writing scripts for the shows?
MM: I’ve been writing since we first started doing this. We bought
the first script from the man I use to work for in Canada who ran
the murder mystery events, and I’ve written the rest.
S.MAG.: What do you enjoy most about what you do?
MM: I love everything about it. Going out to the shows, planning
and getting feedback from clients saying, ‘it’s the most fun I’ve
ever had’. That’s the most satisfying thing for me. I also enjoy
entertaining people. I love mysteries like I said, so of course I
love writing them.
S.MAG.: What inspires you to write great scripts?
MM: I get my ideas from newspapers and true crime shows.
Motive is key; it has to be very strong; some rage, insanity or
revenge that makes people want to kill someone else. We make
comedy out of shooting and stabbing people, yet in real life there’s
nothing funny about it.
S.MAG.: What do you expect guests to get out of attending your
shows?
MM: That they have a good time and enjoy it.
S.MAG.: What unsolved murder mystery would you like to
solve?
MM: JonBenét Ramsey. I can’t stand that it’s not solved yet. There
are too many suspects and so much going on in the case. I would
really like to know what happened to her.
S.MAG.: You seem to have such a busy schedule, what do you do
on your free time?
MM: I don’t have any free time (laughs). On my free time I like
to travel, go camping and read. Everything I read is murder
mystery. Everyone knows me for two things: hot sauce and reading. Everyone gives me hot sauce. I love to
SuspenseMagazine.com
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read James Patterson, Agatha Christie, Janet Evanovich and so on. I
love a book that can either make me laugh or I can’t figure out.
***
We also had an opportunity to sit down with some of the cast members.
Check out what they had to say.
S.MAG.: Why did you choose to partake in these Murder Mystery
shows?
Michael: I’ve been doing this since 1985. It’s kind of something I just
fell into. It allows me to do many different types of acting all at one
time; comedy, improv, etc.
S.MAG.: What do you enjoy most about working here?
Michael: Interacting with all the audience members and finding the
comedic personalities of the audience. It’s all about the challenges,
finding those personalities because every show is different and every
audience is different. You don’t know what you’re going to say and
what it is that they like to laugh at.
S.MAG.: How much of your performance is improv?
Al: about eighty percent is improv because you never know what the
audience will throw at you.
S.MAG.: What brings out the edge in you?
Michael: It’s just the character that I develop. It’s all about being a
‘hard hitting cop’. What’s great about these scripts is that the cop is
always supposed to be that way. It’s about being a cop first, solving
the cases and trying to heighten the tension and the deaths, and then
being funny about it. You have to trust the cop and be a cop first and
not be a comedian. Because you have to trust that he’s taking you
through this journey and he knows where he’s going and he’ll help
you solve the case.
S.MAG.: Margo is so passionate about this; do you feel that she brings
out that passion in you to create good shows?
Al: Oh yes. She has a knack for choosing a cast that fits well together
and choosing the right people. She wants the best actors and those
who can deliver a great performance. Every aspect of the show is
linked together and she helps create all that. She’s very supportive
36
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and we love it.
S.MAG.: What inspired you to act?
Andrea: I was an avid reader as a kid. I loved acting out the stories and that’s how I got inspired.
S.MAG.: We think you all did a great job and didn’t know what to expect from this.
Michael: We try to create a good story line. Margo sets it up in a way that, in my experience, has been the
most interactive type of performance without letting the audience just run away with the show.
Al: That’s why this show is such a great experience. People don’t just come and sit there and watch…they
become part of the show. We want to encourage the fun aspect and keep people feeling involved.
S.MAG.: What’s difficult about handling the crowd?
Michael: Letting them have a good time, but making sure that I’m being heard. That’s the hardest thing.
You don’t want to impede them having a good time, but you don’t want to infringe on the timing of comedic
stuff and the giving of information and clues.
S.MAG: Is enough mystery offered to the storyline?
Al: We’ve actually had audience members show up dressed as some kind of character. We really want to
put that attention on them and we’re okay with that because it keeps the audience guessing who the actors
are.
S.MAG: Do you enjoy being deceitful to the crowd?
Jason: Oh yes! The coolest thing ever is to get from people not only that they enjoyed the show but hearing
them say ‘I had no idea’. That is the most awesome thing ever.
If you are in the LA area, make reservations for an unforgettable evening. The weekend shows take
place Saturday nights at Matteo’s Restaurant. Look for other weekly events in these areas: Dallas,
Houston, Anchorage, Atlanta, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Miami,
Minneapolis, Naples, New York, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Raleigh, San Diego, San
Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis, Tampa and Washington DC.
For more information on the Murder Mystery Dinner in the LA area or other events visit their website at
www.murdermystery.com.
A special thanks to:
Owners: Margo Morrison and Keith O’Leary
Actors: Al Taylor (The Host), Michael Moss (The Detective), Libby Pearson (2nd girl to die), Nicole
Richards (1st girl to die), Jason Johnson (The Waiter), Andrea Stradling ( The Manager) and Matt Alexander
(Hitman)
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The Tainted Lake
I

By: Angela Alsaleem

remember everything. My consciousness came back by degrees. The sweet smell of dirt filled
my senses as the dust wafted into my mouth and nose. I can still taste it. We were at the cabin.
That, I knew for certain, because I was in the cellar. On my hands and knees, I patted around in
the darkness. Slivers of moonlight seeped in through the floorboards above, making skinny blue lines on the
dirt floor, but not letting in enough light for me to see anything else. The cabin had no electricity, so I focused
on trying to find a spare flashlight. My face throbbed. I reached up to feel it and flinched at the pain searing
through my head. No wonder I couldn’t see very well. My right eye was swollen shut. Dried blood crusted
over my cheek.
It had happened again. This was a first though; he had never locked me in the cellar before. Then it
all came back to me. We were camping at the cabin, like we always did. I planned on escaping for once. Three
months before, he broke my arm. It was the first time he broke anything, and it would be the last. This time,
his apologies meant nothing to me. No matter what flowers he brought or poems he wrote, all the sappy,
romantic nonsense, I could not find it in me to forgive him. Always, before, I would give into him. He was so
sorry and he loved me, and I believed him. Never again.
I played nice though. Waiting until we went camping again, I planned to run away while he slept. I
figured I could hide in the forest and he wouldn’t be able to find me. Stupid thought. He owned this land…
used to go camping here with his father; stupid. Anyway, earlier that night, I sneaked out of bed and slunk
outside. I paused for one last look at the lake. Trees reflected like teeth upon the water. The slow rolling
waves gave the surface the look of a hungry maw ready to swallow my existence.
A noise from inside the cabin.
I ran.
The darkness sucked me in, closed all around me. Every muscle in my body tensed and I couldn’t run
fast enough. My gut clenched and I almost vomited, so I slowed my pace. I figured I'd gained enough distance.
All I needed to do was reach the road. Our car waited there; my freedom. A snap from behind alerted my attention. Heart swishing in my ears, I walked faster, looking behind me and the darkness seemed to breathe
with a life of its own. The crickets chirped their chorus while the owl cried out its mournful solo. Something
waited in the dark. I could hear it. I stopped. Looking around, eyes as wide as I could make them; I didn’t
dare cry out. A twig snapped not too far behind me and I ran again. Tears wavered my vision and sobs jerked
their way from my throat. I ran, then I flew. What an odd sensation to be flying, then falling, then hitting the
ground…hard.
In the cellar, I shuddered, remembering. My back burned. I tip-toed my fingers over it and realized he
must have dragged back to the cabin. Scabbed scrapes etched their way across my flesh. Footsteps clomped
above.
“Shut up down there,” he bellowed. “I try to be nice to you, but you always fuck it up. Now this! After
all I’ve done for you. You don’t deserve me.”
Walking away, I could hear him muttering to himself, calling me a stupid bitch and other such names.
Shocked, I stared up at the tiny slits of light. No, I don’t deserve you. Don’t deserve any of this, I thought. After
years of isolation, I began to realize that it was not my fault; that bud of thought blossomed in my mind, although not fully mature yet. The action of him breaking my arm had triggered something in me. For a long
time, I put up with this abuse, but there was always an excuse to stay. I knew he loved me. And he could be so
sweet. But it was stupid of me to think I could have changed him; made him mine. I knew at that point, down
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in the cellar, that he could never be nice all the time; we could never be perfect. Every part of his personality
was the real him, not just his niceness, as I once thought.
“Let me out of here,” I screamed. Breathing heavy, I sat in the darkness, waiting.
“Why?” I heard him yell from outside.
“I want to talk to you,” I yelled again, but weaker this time. Hands clenched at my sides, I refused to
be held prisoner. “Please, let me out of here.”
“No.”
Careful not to hit my head on the ceiling, I ran, barefoot, to the cellar door. Splinters dug into the
sides of my hands as I pounded my fists against the rough wood. Sometimes, at night, I still feel their sting.
Let me out you bastard! Let me out, let me out let me out, I screamed inside my head.
“We need to talk. Talk to me, please.”
I realized I was whining. Hands falling at my sides, I slumped to the floor. I hated whining, hated giving in like that. Still nothing. fter a time, sleep stole me.
Searing light woke me. Momentary amnesia took hold while I tried to figure out why I slept in the
cellar. When I saw his silhouette in the doorway, memory flooded, and I scurried over to him, hugging his
feet.
“Please…let me out.” I cried again, hating myself for it, but unable stop. “Please, Nicholas.”
“I have something to show you,” he said, stooping to hold me. His warmth wrapped me in mock comfort, and I shuddered. There was something about his touch that repulsed me now, as much as I felt I needed
it. I dared not move, no matter how bad I wanted to get away. “Sorry,” he said, voice coming from deep in his
throat; he may have been crying, or trying to cry. “Why do you make me hurt you like this? Why would you
try to run away like that? I give you everything you want…everything.”
“I just went for a walk, Nikki, that was all.” It was out before I could stop myself. He tensed. “Don’t
ever…ever…call me Nikki. You know I hate that. Nicholas. That’s my name, okay?” He shook me once in his
tight embrace.
“Sorry…it slipped…that’s all.”
I began to panic, thinking I might get hit again. That weak quaver filled my voice again. Oh, how I
hated that sound.
“I’ll let it go this time. Why would you want to go for a walk so late? Amber, I wish I could believe
you.”
He always said my name when he acted sincere. I hated that he used my name. My foster dad used to
lecture me just like that. Still, I said nothing about it.
“I couldn’t sleep. Needed some air; just wanted to see the lake.” Nodding, he listened, waiting for me
to mess up my lie. He knew I lied; I could see it in his face, the way the vein in his temple throbbed, the tightness of his full lips, the flash of his green eyes. “I started walking on the path and when I heard you behind
me, I panicked; thought you might be some dangerous animal.”
This softened him. Although, I think he still knew it was a lie.
“Okay whatever. I have to take you somewhere.” Letting me go, he stood, and turning, left the cellar.
I stared at the large rectangle of light, no longer as brilliant, blinking, not able to move. “Come out here,
Amber.”
Although he sounded slightly pleasant, the higher note in his voice gave away all his irritation. I
didn’t want to go, couldn’t stop myself from getting up and going anyway.
“What is it…sweetie,” I said, trying to sound as agreeable as I could. I wanted to scream, to run, to
get as far away from him as possible. I went to his open arms and smiled.
“I’ve been working all night. Come see.”
Arm around my shoulder, his sweaty armpit pungent, he led me to a path winding behind the cabin.
“What’s back here?”
He didn’t answer, but hummed instead. My thoughts drifted in and out of where we went. I paid little
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attention to the path, but only noted that there were a lot of ice-blue flowers, so deep and vibrant a contrast
to the green shrubs growing around them. At this moment, he reminded me of my father. His tall, muscular
form was opposite my father’s squat, fat form, but his manner was so similar to a particular memory. The
memory was vague, but clear enough to make me uneasy; something about my mother. There had been a
fight. I remember the wet smacking sounds his fist made on her face. My mother’s cold, blue-eyed stare while
she lay unconscious scarred my memory. I never saw either one of my parents after that night, but I knew
my mother was dead. I remember watching this from my room when I was five and being too frightened to
say anything. This is the only vivid memory I have of them.
Nicholas didn’t know this about my parents. He only asked me about them once. I can’t remember, don’t
know what they were like. I don’t know what about his manner that reminded me of my father. Maybe it was
just the fear I felt towards him. His humming drove me crazy, but I didn’t dare ask him to stop.
The orange glow over the horizon let me know it was about five o’clock. A bug whined near my ear
and I flinched. Mistaking my movement, Nicholas held me tighter to him and gave me a threatening look, his
eyebrows coming together, forehead creasing.
“Don’t think you’re going anywhere.”
He started humming again. It was a made-up tune, off key, no harmony. It sounded like the humming
of a three-year-old just realizing for the first time that their voice can make so many different notes. When
he started tracing his finger over my shoulder, I wanted to cringe. Instead, I stuffed my right hand into my
pocket and balled up my fist, digging my nails into the palm of my hand.
The trees pushed us closer together as they crowded the path twisting through their territory. Choked
with blackberry and holly berry bushes, ivy, and brambles, this territory seemed surreal in the setting sun.
As the light fell slowly from the day, the trees seemed to come alive and grasp at us, pushing us onward. Considering I had never seen this path before, it was pretty well used. I noticed there was no overgrowth on the
path. I wondered who it was that came up here so often, then realized it must have been Nicholas. Who else
would it be? What the hell does he do out here? He must be out here all the time.
“Almost there,” he said.
He stopped humming, but the silence somehow unnerved me more. My face still hurt, and he kept
squeezing it into his side, burying my nose in his stench of clove and sweat. Twilight approached. Again, the
crickets sang. The orchestra of the night started up, and every creature was in good voice. Even the frogs
joined in. In the dark, I could see that the path widened ahead. When we got closer, I noticed it opened onto
a clearing. Because I stopped paying attention to where I walked, I tripped on his large boot and ended up
sprawled on the ground.
As I lay there stunned, Nicholas came over to me and helped me up, feigning patience. When I looked
at his face, I saw a look of pity there, a look I had seen so many times, the kind of look one gives to a starving, injured animal, the kind of look that says, oh, you poor thing; how could you ever get along without me to help
you. For the first time, I wanted to hit him. I could feel my hands ready to fly up and pummel his face. Heat
swelled in my face making my eye throb and my breath came quicker as I, once again, clenched my fists and
stuffed them into my pockets. In this moment, an odd feeling went through me. Exalted, I smiled in spite of
my pain, realizing, as the adrenaline surged through me, that I truly loathed him.
“Why you smiling?”
He looked surprised.
“Just happy to be out here with you,” I said in my sweetest tone, gritting my teeth.
“Oh…well…we’re here.”
Good. I took him off guard. Again, an odd sensation went through me upon realizing I could surprise
him. I never did that before. Loathing grew into rage as my smile grew even wider.
“Good.”
On a whim, I stretched up and kissed him hard on the mouth, slipping my tongue between his lips,
tasting his spit. As he kissed me back, he held me closer to him. I didn’t mind his stench anymore.
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“Over there,” he pointed to the clearing after releasing me from our kiss.
I almost skipped over to where he pointed. He let me go alone; apparently no longer afraid I might
run. I stopped. A strange cold swept through me as I looked at his handiwork. All feelings of elation left as
several things overtook me at once. A shovel leaned against a tree. A rope lay coiled on the ground. There
were two mounds of dirt side by side with crosses at their heads and a large hole I might have guessed to be
about six feet deep, even though I couldn’t tell one inch from three.
“You like it?” He asked. “I made it special for you.” He walked over to me and pointed to the hole.
“Worked all night.”
In the dark, I could hardly make out his features, but his teeth showed clearly in the twilight.
Before I knew what was happening, his face contorted as he brought his arms up and shoved me to
the ground. I fell so hard that I couldn’t move or breathe. With the rope, he was on me quicker than I could
get away, tying me up regardless of my struggles.
“You know, Maria was a lot like you.” Maria was his ex-wife. He didn’t talk about her much, except
to say, on some occasions, that she was like me. But he never explained further than that. “Never could do
anything right. So ungrateful. Tried to run from me several times, she did.” As he paced back and forth, not
looking at me, lost in his monologue, I worked the rope behind my back. I knew I had to get loose.
“I was so patient…so patient. Don’t know what went wrong.” Then, looking at me, “You know, she
liked it out here too.” He started pacing again. I found the knot. I figured it shouldn’t be too difficult to untangle. I just needed time. Better to let him talk.
“She tried to get away from me that bitch. Couldn’t have that; loved her so much…so much.” He
turned towards me quickly, and then said, “But not like I love you baby. You see, I thought you and I had
something special. Weren’t we special, Amber?”
“Yeah, baby…of course we were. We still are. Please, what are you doing?”
I was trying so hard not to cry that my voice sounded thick and quivery. Always, he had beaten me,
but never had he threatened to kill me. I didn’t know if he meant to, but it sure seemed that way. He didn’t
answer my question.
“Yeah, I loved her. Did I ever tell you she wanted a divorce?” He laughed. “That hurt bad. I mean, what
didn’t I give her? Why would she want to leave? Sure, I lost my temper sometimes, but it was because she
could never do anything right…like you.” I was getting even more frightened. Fingers slipping on the knot,
I finally managed to loosen one side of it.
“I decided to take her camping one last time, you know, to talk things over. Maybe we could’ve
worked things out.” But then he lowered his voice and bent over me with his face right in my face. “But she
didn’t want to work things out.”
He walked over to the mound that was next to the hole, the mound furthest from me and kicked the
dirt.
“Hello Maria. Enjoying hell?” He laughed, and then spit on the dirt. Pain surged through my face as
my eyes widened with the realization. He killed her, he killed her, oh my God, he killed her. My fingers slipped on
the knot again, but I couldn’t move to pick it back up.
“It all started with her trying to run away. Don’t you women realize that men have hearts? We get
hurt too, you know. You expect me to just let you walk out of my life and not have any feelings on it one way
or the other? No! I won’t let you. This is how it started with Maria. This is how it started, but I won’t let it
happen to me again.” He kicked her grave again and dirt went flying. “Oh, the humiliation. I can’t have you
put me through that humiliation. I thought we were special. Thought you would never try to run from me.”
When he sniffed, I realized he was crying. This was good. My hands moved faster, trying to find the
weak spots on the knot. Gotta keep him talking.
“So, if that’s Maria, then…who’s this?” I asked, nodding my head toward the grave closest to me. He
laughed as he turned toward it, Maria’s grave now behind him.
“Oh, him. Hello, father; haven’t talked to you in a long time.” He crouched down and, placing his
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hands on the soil, kissed the grave. “He was an accident. Thought he was a deer. You see, we split
up whenever we went hunting together; might catch more game that way." He hitched in a sob then
wailed, "I shot my daddy.” I watched as he cried, saying "daddy" over and over again. While he cried,
I worked the knot; almost had it when he looked up at me. “You couldn’t understand my father. Good
man; knew how to keep his kids in line. Made me tough; my mother didn’t like that too much, but he
knew what he was doing. And look at me now. Wouldn’t be the way I am now if it wasn’t for my daddy.
You couldn’t understand. Too much like my mother. Like Maria.”
He stood up and walked towards me.
“No, I do understand Nicholas. You loved your father. Good. I never knew how he died. I’m so
sorry for you. Please…please. What are you going to do?”
I was whining, talking too fast. Tears burned my face as I began to sob, working the knot frantically. It came undone. As if the knot controlled my tears, when it came undone, I stopped crying. He
stood in front of me and looked confused for a moment.
“No…you don’t understand. What do you think I’m going to do, Amber? Pat you on the head
and tell you good girl? Good job breaking my heart?”
He turned from me again and walked over to a tree near the large hole.
I kept hold of the rope behind my back so that he wouldn’t know I was loose. It was full dark
now and I could barely make out his form. As he turned, the moonlight glinted off steel in his right
hand.
“Stand up, Amber.”
He crept toward me. I stood, no longer whining in my throat. Everything seemed sharper,
clearer. The crickets screamed, but their sound was almost drowned out by the swish-swish in my ears.
I bounced on my feet slightly, and my nerves felt like they were crawling over my flesh. When he was
close enough, I let the rope fall. Shock widened his eyes before realization took hold of him. Bringing
my arms up, I shoved him hard, as hard as I could, harder than I thought I knew how and he went
sprawling. The knife flew from his grasp; I scooped it up before he had a chance to recover.
Surprising myself with my own swiftness, I raised the knife over my shoulder and, as I dropped
down beside him, plunged it into his chest. Something took hold of me. Lost in a passion, my hand
plunged again and again and again. At one point, in the beginning, his hands flew up to my face in a
feeble attempt to push me off, but I kept going. There were no other sounds except for the sucking
sound of his body as I stabbed him repeatedly.
After a time, I came back to myself. I was sitting against a tree, the knife still clenched in my
hand, staring at my husband’s mutilated corpse. What did I do? Horrified, I looked at my hands. Covered…smeared with it. In the darkness, it looked as black as tar. It splattered everything. I screamed.
Pulling my hair, beating the ground, kicking my feet, I screamed until my throat fell like it tore apart.
Again and again, my howls echoed through the forest, causing all to go silent. As I sat panting, I
finally took control of myself. I threw the knife in the hole then rolled my husband's large, slippery
body into the grave meant for me.
By the time I finished burying him, the sun shown over the horizon. I barely felt the pain in
my feet as I walked back to the cabin and the lake. Stripping off all my clothes, I walked naked into the
lake, letting my pants and tank top sink below, not wanting to pick them back up. I scrubbed my body
with a bar of soap for about an hour, only stopping because the soap ran out. White foam covered the
lake around me. I got my things together and left.
As I stand at the lake’s edge, looking over at the far shore where they rest, I realize life isn’t
so threatening anymore. So much time has gone by since that night, years, in fact. I don’t know what
compelled me to come back, but here I am, listening to the whispering in the trees. I whisper thank
you and turn back to the road, leaving behind the sunset-golden lake and the secrets sleeping on the
other side.
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SM’s Monthly Serial

Suspense Magazine will be featuring different authors and their short stories but
with an added twist. Each story will be told over the course of more than one
issue. Our main goal is to provide you with a quality story that will leave you
“in suspense” as we abruptly cut you off in mid-story.
This month’s story comes from Jason Covey. Jason was born in Sacramento,
California and grew up in Rancho Cordova, California. He attended California State University Sacramento from 1993 to 1995 studying Criminal
Justice and began working with the Oregon Department of Corrections
as a Correctional Officer in 1997. He has since returned to his home
town of Sacramento and accepted employment with the Elk Grove Unified School District Police Department as a School Officer.

Part I

Animal Magnetism
By: Jason Daniel Covey
He dressed in front of the window, the curtains
pulled open, the room as dark as it was silent. When he
finished he turned back to the bed and saw her; a nude
moonlight silhouette. He closed the curtains, switched on
the lights and walked over to the opposite side of the bed.
Now physically separated by only a few feet—farther
than they had been for the last two days—he did not touch
her; did not reach out to her like he knew that she wanted.
Instead he reached over to the nightstand and picked up
the bottle of whiskey for a long guzzle.
As he handed her the bottle he looked into her eyes.
He knew her deep, childlike affection for him and the anger
he caused her because he was leaving. Purposely his returned
stare into her eyes was unemotional. She was a piece of meat,
a good time, a warm place to squirt—nothing more.
“Do you really have to go right now,” she said cradling the
bottle between her breasts.
Taking hold of her hair he pulled her head back for a rough
kiss, whiskey splashing onto the sheets as his other hand occupied
her breasts. Letting go of her he laughed, but said nothing. He
walked away from the bed to the closet, slipped on his jacket, and
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took out his cigarettes. The Zippo clanged shut when the cigarette glowed orange
through a cloud of smoke. He took in a few relaxing puffs as he slowly approached
her again. After a deep inhale, through the haze emanating from him, he offered her
the cigarette.
“Candy, you know that I have to leave,” he said quietly after she took the
cancer-stick. “I thought that we had already been through this. I have to be back by
nine. Don’t make this harder that it has to be.”
She did not respond. They went through this every time that he was with her.
And like each time before, his naïve toy silently displayed her sadness through her
dying eyes. And like each time before, her eyes filled with tears. She forced back
the waterworks with a quick nicotine blast. He turned away from her, grabbed his
suitcase, and headed for the door.
“When will I see you again,” she asked.
Dropping the suitcase in front of the door he turned and went back to her.
“You’re real pretty, just not too bright.” Roughly he took her face into his hands
and kissed her. He then forced his hands between her legs and then squeezed.
Laughing he said, “You know that I’ll be back for another piece of this.” Standing
up he took out his wallet. “I had a fun time with you these last few days. Do I owe
you anything?”
The only answer she gave was a tear that fell down her cheek. When he saw it
he chuckled and threw a one hundred dollar bill at her.
“I love you, Chris.”
He did not answer her.
“Check out time is at noon tomorrow,” he told her as went back to the door. “I’ll
call you later this week.”
Stepping outside into the cold, the mountain air smelled of burned fireplace
wood, wet mud, and frozen pine. Fog clung low to the ground giving the landscape
a deserted, otherworldly look. He jogged across the parking lot to his car, the gravel
beneath his feet crackling. After jamming his suitcase into the trunk he started the
car and while it warmed up he scraped the ice from the windows.
After a freezing five minutes he pulled out of the motel parking lot onto the twolane highway. It was going to be a long four-hour drive, but as long as it didn’t snow
he should make it home in time to get a couple hours of sleep. Looking up through
the moon roof, through the needles sprouting forth from the massive pine trees lining
both sides of the highway, he saw thin, transparently glowing clouds zipping across
the sky.
A furious search of the radio produced nothing but static, as the tall mountains
and dense foliage repelled the majority of radio signals. The road was lonely and a
lonely road was sure to bring on fatigue. Without something to occupy his mind’s need
for stimulation he worried that he might fall asleep at the wheel and end up running
through a guardrail, crashing to his death.
On a long straight-away when he felt it safe to divert his attention from the
road, he flipped on the lights and started searching for his ipod. Rummaging around
the myriad of lose papers sitting on the seats, the various client folders, grabbing his
briefcase and opening it up—all at seventy miles per hour—he couldn’t find it.
“Son of a bitch.” He slammed his briefcase shut.
It dawned on him that he packed the ipod in his suitcase, and his suitcase was
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in the trunk. Of course, he could simply pull over and get it out, but he did not want
to stop and he was pissed off that he packed it away.
Angrily he hit the power button on the radio eliminating the increasingly irritating
static. At first it was all too silent, even with the sounds of the tires against the roughly
paved highway. There was a little gas station that looked like a shabby log cabin about
an hour and fifteen minutes away; when he got to it he would stop and grab not only
a cup of coffee, but his ipod as well. Besides, he had enough to think about to keep
him occupied for a very long time.
Like…
Sweet, sweet, Candy. Even though he was playing with her mind he really did
not want to leave her. It wasn’t that he was overly drawn to her on a personal level—
in fact, she was an air-headed girl that, in an intellectual regard, he could crush. To
be perfectly honest, she was shallow and self absorbed; superficial matters were
paramount in her eighteen-year-old world. When they would actually have a serious
discussion he felt like he filled the role of ‘daddy’ instead of an equal.
So why did he continue this relationship for well over a year now?
“Damn,” he said. “I can’t believe that it’s been that long.”
It was all about the sex. She was a stupid girl that was absolutely wild in
the sack. And, as it turned out, she was desperate to be loved, which made her
desperately easy.
He met her while he was out of town on business. She was starting her senior
year of high school and working as a waitress at a small diner. He introduced himself
and she told him that her name was Jessica. She brought him his steak and eggs and
he made small talk with her. About the time that her shift was over he just happened
to show back up at the diner, a very nice man who happened to have more than
enough money to buy her lunch.   
Her life at home was hell. She was unloved and it was made perfectly clear after
years of abuse, she was unwanted. Her father had left her mother when she was a
little girl, and her mother was a raging alcoholic.
She was easy pickings: Pay attention to her when she talked (even though it
was excruciatingly stupid), flash a warm smile, a little (or a lot) of money, and soon
he was screwing her tight, teenage body.
When they first started their relationship he was very cautious, as she had just
turned seventeen. A man could do some hard time if convicted on a sex charge. It was
almost too much for him to risk. At first he did not tell her his real name, did not give
her his phone number and did not let her ride in his car. They met at the diner where
she worked and walked over to a run down motel across the street. But as he spent
more and more money on her, as he spent more and more time with her; he was able
to trust that she wouldn’t turn him in.
The first night he fucked her he told her that she had an ass like a candy apple.
From then on he called her ‘Candy’. About a month later she told him that he was the
best thing to ever happen to her. Nobody had every treated her like he had. Nobody
had ever bought her anything. Nobody had every listened to her and made her feel
wanted.
“I feel so safe when you hold me in your arms,” she cooed one hot summer
night.
He didn’t answer.
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Eyes burning with fatigue, he put the window down half way. The ice cold air
stung his face and shot a burst of energy through him. When he began shaking from
the cold he put the window back up. A patch of fog, glowing from the moonlight,
enveloped the car for a few seconds until he had sped through it.
The situation with his teenage mistress had grown slightly more complicated in
recent weeks. Each time he thought about it he always arrived at the same conclusion:
it was his fault for becoming too complacent.
As he used her she grew closer to him and he became too lax in his control. He
allowed Candy to have his cell phone number. He took her around in his car. And then
there was that one week when his wife and kids were visiting the in-laws, he bought
her a bus ticket and she stayed at his house. He kicked himself for that one. It turned
out okay, but that was much too dangerous. She could have been seen with him, and
now she knew where he lived. Then there was the fact that he had been talking to her
too much; telling her things about his personal life that gave her false hope and put
him in a potentially costly situation.
“Chris, I love you. I have fallen in love with you and I want to spend the rest of
my life with you. I know that I can make you happy,” she said late one night as they
cuddled naked together, the sound of a warm, fall rain beating on the window.
Too lax in his control, he scolded himself. Thinking back on it, she professed her
love for him just after he had told her how horrible his marriage was; after he had
told her how much of a complete bitch his wife was. He could not allow the situation
to get out of hand, so then began damage control.
“I, uh, love you too,” he said. “I want to be with you, too. But, things are
complicated. There is no way I can just leave right now. I just need some time. Candy,
you’ll give me time, won’t you?”
For a little while that satisfied her. After that when she would start with her
stupid-ass, ‘I want to be with you forever’ bullshit, he just told her what she wanted
to hear and that kept her quiet, and…her legs spread. At least that one problem he
was able to keep control of.
Nothing compared to the hell he had to live in at home. He really didn’t lie when
he told Candy how much he hated his wife and his marriage. He even resented his
two daughters. He knew that his wife lied to him about being on the pill and she got
pregnant on purpose, though he had made it clear that he did not want children, let
alone twin girls.
Dreams have a way of keeping a man going, keeping a man sane and motivated.
His dream was to one day look at that bitch and tell her that he never wanted to see
her again. Some days it was that fantasy alone that kept him from jumping off of a
tall building, or better yet, pushing his wife off of that same building.
For the time being divorce was not an option. There was no way in hell that
bitch was going to take half of his money. Not now, no way. He had worked too long
and hard building his company up from nothing to now being on the verge of the big
time. There was no way she would get half of his company. He would do anything to
make sure she never saw a single dime of what he made. If that meant acting like he
loved her and those two brats, then that is what he would do. Or if it meant…
Murder…he had actually considered that for a time. Not too long a time though.
He hated her, but he wasn’t a murderer. He wouldn’t have minded a car accident or a
plane crash though.
SuspenseMagazine.com
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Since he had yet to be that lucky he was resigned to spending as much time
away from home as possible, pretending to love her and their girls, keeping his sanity
by going on business trips.
“You are gone on business so much,” his wife commented one day. “I know how
lonely you must get. How do you do it?”
He chuckled before answering.
“Well, it’s rough some times, but I eat a lot of Candy.”
She didn’t get his joke.
A strong gust of wind shook the car. Looking again through the moon roof,
he saw the clouds gathering in the sky, filtering the moon, a huge, glowing ring
encompassing it. The sky was growing darker and he worried about snow.
Soon the possibility of snow was the last thing on his mind. Just before he left
home he had another fight with his wife. The fights were becoming more frequent and
it was starting to take a toll on his resolve not to divorce her.
That crazy bitch insisted that he be home on Sunday for his girls’ birthday.
Unbearable as it was, he would suffer through it. What she really wanted though was
completely moronic and he refused to be a part of it.
“The girls and I want you to go to church with us this coming Sunday. I scheduled
the girls to be baptized.”
He hadn’t been paying much attention before, but for that he slammed his
paper down on the table.
“You did what?”
Shannon set her coffee cup on the table.
“I called the pastor of the church I have been taking the girls to and I asked him
to baptize Ashley and Courtney. I asked for this coming Sunday because I thought it
would be neat for them to be baptized on their birthday. It just turns out perfect that
their birthday falls on a Sunday this year.”
“I cannot believe it. I cannot believe that you would be so stupid. I don’t want
them to get involved with that crap!”
She got up from the table taking her coffee cup to the sink. “I want the girls to
be baptized and they want it too. They like the church I’ve been taking them to. They
have made lots of friends there and all of the people are so nice. I wish you would just
try to go for me and for the girls.”
He laughed.
“You know, I’ve changed my mind. Do whatever you want with the girls, I don’t
care. Just don’t expect me to waste my time with that crap.”
She is such a stupid bitch! Anger burned inside of him, his hands crushing the
steering wheel, knuckles white. Church and God, the biggest scam ever; the only
people who believed in some sort of “God” were mindless, weak people.
Gliding around a sweeping curve, ascending up and then over a hill, he saw
the lights of the log cabin gas station off in the distance. He took a deep breath and
pressed down on the accelerator. Almost there.
About a minute later he pulled into the parking lot. Getting out of the car ice
cold air attacked his face. When he opened the door into the store a ding-dong chime
announced his presence.
Looking around for a moment, he nodded to the middle aged man behind the
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cash register and then headed for the coffee pot. After he poured himself a cup of
coffee a sticky bun caught his eye. He transferred the sticky bun from the case to the
microwave, and while it warmed he looked at the magazine rack.
Sports, cars, fitness, hunting and tabloids…nothing too exciting. The microwave
beeped; he was just about to walk away when he saw a magazine published by one of
the more popular weekly news periodicals. The magazine was a special on religion in
today’s society with a picture of Jesus Christ and his apostles on the cover. He scoffed
as he flipped through the pages. Pictures of churches, congregations gathered in
prayer, a minister blessing an infant, an ugly-ass elderly lady taking communion, an
article entitled ‘What Can Jesus Do For You?’
Disgusted, he tossed the magazine down on the rack. With sticky bun and
coffee in hand, he went to the checkout counter. The clerk nodded again and quietly
said hello before ringing his items up. Irritated with the lack of speed with which the
clerk performed his duties he looked over the various items set out on the counter.
Standing upright in a cardboard case with ‘Do You Know Jesus?’ printed on it,
Chris saw a stack of pamphlets. He picked one up and stared at it for a moment.
On the cover of the pamphlet there was a drawing of Jesus cradling a lost lamb, the
phrase ‘Jesus Loves You So Much…’ set around the drawing. A strange tingle ran down
his spine as he opened the pamphlet.
“That will be two dollars and eighty six cents,” the clerk said as he looked up
from the register. His customer did not answer.
On the inside of the pamphlet there was a picture of Jesus crucified on the cross,
bright red blood spilling from his side. The caption continued from the cover, ‘That He
Died To Save You!” The picture captivated him and he was unable to look away.
“Hey mister.”
Startled Chris shut the pamphlet and
stuffed it back in the case.
“Sorry. That was how much,” he
stammered as he reached into his pocket.
“Two eighty six.”
He paid the clerk and grabbed his
stuff.
“Hey mister,” the clerk said just as
Chris turned to leave. “Please take one of
those pamphlets; they’re free to anyone
who would like one.”
He waved him off, embarrassment
showing in his face. “No thanks…just a
bunch of bullshit. It isn’t worth my time.”
Following the last bite of the sticky
bun, he gulped his coffee and thrust the cup
into the cup holder. He hit the power key
on the radio and tried to find something on
talk radio. Again, static dominated the air
waves. He had remembered to get his ipod,
but now he was not in the mood to listen to
music.
By: Balazs Pakozdi
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A Sight
of True Majesty

By Matthew Carson

How many Jews can you fit in a Volkswagen? I heard that joke a lot growing up. Jews in
America think that they have it rough. I don’t believe that I have met an American Jew that was
interred in a “camp” as a child. I don’t believe that I have met an American Jew that had to bury
the pale pink and bloated bodies of their country men in the name of racial purity.
The first time that I heard that horrid joke, I was ten years old. It was a Tuesday afternoon
and one of the camp’s officers had just driven by in his new Volkswagen. Two guards were
standing by the road and saluted him as he passed. The younger of the two turned to the other
and asked that ludicrous question. That was the first time that I ever struck someone out of
anger. The older guard stopped me from being executed, saying that if he shot me, he would
have to take my burial detail.
Very little has changed. Now, people pummel you with lawsuits instead of the heel of a
rifle. I remember that young soldier well; as well as I remember every soldier in that verdant
place. I remember the look on his face when I turned up on his doorstep. I remember the
satisfaction that I took from the fear in his eyes when I showed him my serial number. I remember
the feel of his blood on my hands as I gouged out his eyes with my thumbs. I remember his
pretty wife walking into the room as I dropped his lifeless body to the floor. She screamed
louder when I smiled at her. That was the first time that I visited one of my jailers.
Every visit after seemed easier and easier. The police didn’t seem to be looking too
hard for me. I guess they felt something like sympathy for my crimes. I visited every guard and
officer that showed me cruelty in my time in Hell. It was a small camp so my list wasn’t very
long. In fact, I have only one more visit to make; the colonel who had driven by in his shiny new
Volkswagen that day.
I still remember the look on his face that bright sunny Saturday as he ushered the bulk of
my friends and family into the “showers”. I remember that he tried to keep a cool exterior. He
could not however, hide the smug glint in his eye. I remember how devastated I felt when I read
the news that he and every other swine that kept us in that pen of despair was pardoned of all
their crimes. I remember the first time that I bought a gun. It was a Ruger; the same model that
the German officers carried. I remember saying to myself, this is for him. This is for that blonde
devil and his silver forked tongue.
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As I walk up to his house, all is quiet. There are no sirens; there is no sign of the police
anywhere. Yet I feel as if I am walking through water. As if each step is hampered by the weight
of the air around me. There is a single light shining in the house. It looks to be the dining
room. This is good. This means that they are seated for the evening meal. This means that they
are all together. I have to wonder if he is expecting me. He has to have read the news about his
compatriots.
I walk up to the door and I feel the air freezing around me. It’s as though I am the
embodiment of the spirit of death. I feel as God’s wrath upon the Egyptians, except that I am
not simply taking the first-born. I check the front door and it is unlocked. As quietly as I can, I
open the door and hear the sounds of laughter and conversation just down the hall. It’s a new
house and the floorboards have not yet developed any squeaks, so I am silent as I make my
way to the dining room.
I step into the doorway and the casserole dish that his wife was holding shatters upon
the floor. No one cries out, not even his teenage daughter, they all simply stared at me with a
mixture of fear and expectation. They had been keeping up with the news. They knew that I
was coming for them. They simply did not know until now, who I was. I pulled the gun from my
pocket then lifted the sleeve on my left arm. His son gasped when he saw my serial number.
As I cocked my gun, he asked that he might have some final words. I nodded.
He said, “Please, if you have any mercy, spare my family. They had nothing to do with
what happened to you and they are the only salvation that I have in this world.”
I thought about it for a moment then said, “One. I will give you the same consideration
that you gave to my grandfather. Choose the one that will live.”
The son immediately jumped up and insisted that I spare the daughter. I nodded, and
then shot him in the head. His wife screamed. She crumpled to her knees and cradled his
shattered head in her lap. She cursed me as she shot venom at me from her tear filled eyes.
I said, “Don’t fret, Fräulein. You will see him soon.” Then, I ended her light.
I remember the sound of a single shot from behind me. I remember the horrible pain as
it ripped through my chest from my back. The last thing I remember is the look on the officer’s
face as my final shot ripped through his throat. It was the most satisfying thing that I have ever
beheld…a sight of true majesty.
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N a s h v i l l e , Te n n e s s e e

Close

By Stephen Bass
Not. Possible. Eight thirty, pouring downshifted around a corner and into the night.
rain, brand new suit and tie, forty-five If it weren’t for the rain Anthony would have
minutes to get there and his car has a flat tire. been able to see the most radiant moon that had
Perfect. Anthony resisted the urge to empty the ever risen. This particular evening, from above the
little six shot revolver that was strapped to his leg thundering carpet of clouds that hugged the earth,
into the car’s sagging tire. Breathe in, breathe out. the moon shone nearly as bright as the sun did
His doctor kept reminding him to relax. Though during the day; for once the moon nearly equaled
his arms still rippled with cords of muscle, his heart the grandeur of the star whose light it had reflected
was not what it had been in years past. Breathe in, since the dawn of time.
breathe out.
However, even if Anthony had been able to see this
Retrieving his keys from his pocket, he unlocked spectacular display, it was unlikely that he would
the passenger door, gently laid the roses that he have paid any more attention to it than he did to
had been carrying onto the seat and reached across the flitting shape that darted in between the trees
the console to pop the trunk. It was really okay. He to his left. It was a deer and it was running for its
could do this. A flat was nothing. He used to switch life from a pack of wolves that were running for
entire engine blocks out of dune buggies in under their dinner.
twenty minutes, this was nothing.
***
Anthony had the sporty blue Subaru jacked off the
ground in no time, his experienced hands moved The chaperone told him to sit still and his impatience
without hesitation and the muscles of his back and told him to get moving. Justin glanced at his program;
chest handling the tire with ease. The flat practically according to it, this was the play’s last scene. Only
flew off the mount and the spare was installed with a few more minutes were left and his tapping foot
similar efficiency. Everything was stowed back in ticked down them down to the millisecond. Part of
him wished his mom hadn’t made him sign up for
the tiny trunk in less than fifteen minutes.
the field trip, but he had actually enjoyed himself.
Folding himself into the tight car, he surveyed The play had been witty and he felt ‘culturally
his clothes. Even his white shirt was still clean, if stimulated,’ a very new feeling to the seventh
nearly transparent with rain and a little sweat. But grader who had just shaved for the first time, if
that would be almost dry by the time he got there scraping the soft peach fuzz from his upper lip
if he ran the heaters the whole way.
could be called shaving. His mom had told him that
Damn he was good. He looked at the flowers in one should try to culture oneself, lest one should be
the passenger seat. They had been picked that too easily enchanted by simple charms. She’d said
morning; he’d expertly trimmed and wrapped them this in a strangely detached voice that made Justin
think that all the ‘one’s’ might actually more
after breakfast. A smug smile spread over his face.
It would be perfect. It would be classy. She would significant a pronoun.
get the surprise of her life, right before he ended it. He peeked at his cell phone. Three minutes. Three
The refrain rolled pleasantly off his tongue as he minutes until he could sprint to his mom’s waiting
whispered it to himself.
Saab, which would carry him forty miles to the

No.

He turned the key and pulled out of the motel
parking lot onto a country road bordered with pines.
The tires hissed on the wet pavement as Anthony
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bus station. After the mandatory hugs-n-kisses, he
would grab his luggage, which was in the trunk and
dash for a window seat. Five hours later he would
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step off the bus. He would be cool. He would be
crisp. He would greet his dad—who he hadn’t seen
in nearly a year—with a firm handshake. They
would then explore all the joys of bachelorhood
in the bustling city of New York.
His heart beat a tattoo of excitement. He would
begin his journey as soon as the curtain rose. Two
minutes.
***
Justin’s mom sat with the heater running, staring
impatiently at the SUV in front of her. She’d
managed to maneuver her little roadster between
the American-made behemoths and almost to the
front of the line of anxious parents, all waiting
for their children to come streaming out of the
theatre doors and through the fluorescently lit
parking lot and into their cars. She hoped Justin
had enjoyed the play. He was bright and got good
grades, but was often bored with the creeping
pace of school. She herself had barely made it
through high school with her sanity intact. A ‘C’
average had gotten her a diploma and a goodenough paying job to put a roof over her head
and a pillow under it.
She met Justin’s dad three years after graduating
and moved from her modest apartment to his
townhouse. From day one she knew he was the
one. It was something about his name: Jacob.
Jacob and Elaine Watson. She dreamed of filling it
out on return addresses, magazine subscriptions,
registration papers…once they were living
together, the result was inevitable.
They had an elaborate, white rose wedding.
Memories of the ceremony lasted long after the
honeymoon. Justin was born. Then the revealing
effects of time exposed everything that Elaine
had been trying to ignore. She no longer fit into
her wedding dress, laundry became insufferable,
and she realized that she was no longer using
make-up to enhance her features, but rather to
cover up bruises. When she become aware of the
last, she made her decision.
One night, she took Justin from his bed, crammed
him and a backpack into a much less luxurious
sedan than the one she was sitting in now and
sped away under a shining moon. Jacob had a

well-paying job as a mid-level manager, one that
frustrated him to no end. Elaine not only heard,
but also felt his anger. After she and Justin left,
Justin’s dad quit his job for a lower stress one. He
quit drinking and even quit cussing. He lowered his
blood pressure, decreased his work hours and lost
weight, all because he lost them.
He wrote and called and emailed Justin’s mom,
pleading for a second chance, saying he was a
changed man. But Justin’s mom knew that things
would never work out, even with a third or fourth
chance. She had, however, gotten a job with Justin’s
dad’s company, an indirect bonus of the divorce
deal. It was probably due to the fact that she
represented herself in court, and had done so with
such poise that the company’s lawyer took notice.
They gave her a position in a completely different
branch than Justin’s dad, the legal department.
The hours were long and the contracts at times
involved shady characters.
She never even considered being a lawyer before,
but she found that she was a natural. Justin, like
his mom, was a natural arguer (or ‘perspective
adjuster,’ as he liked to call it). He was a hard worker
as well and fiercely passionate about his grades. He
was emotional as well; something that meant he
yearned for the week he spent with his dad every
nine months. It was why she knew she would be the
first one out of the parking lot and if the car was
not rolling by the time Justin’s door slammed shut
he might tell her to, “Get us the heck outta’ dodge.”
She wouldn’t mind so much except that it’s exactly
what his dad used to tell her whenever they were
running late. And they were usually late whenever
they had gone out, whether it was dancing, or to
dinner, or just going to the movies. They’d always
made the most out of outings, because Jacob had
never had that much free time.
She remembered one afternoon that he’d managed
to get off. It was before Justin came, when they
still lived in the townhouse. He showed up on the
doorstep with roses and a picnic basket and…
A sharp tapping on the tinted window snapped her
out her daydream.
“Unlock the door, Mom!” Justin’s muffled voice
pleaded.
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Sighing, she hit the ‘unlock’ button and turned
the key. Justin was in and buckled before the well
tuned engine kicked to idle with his bag between
his knees.
“C’mon Mom, let’s go!”
She obliged by cranking the wheel, pulling out
of the school parking lot and navigating onto
the expressway. Trying to make small talk, she
attempted to disguise her disappointment at losing
Justin for a whole week. He might have noticed how
poor of a job she was doing if he could have torn his
eyes from the road ahead, his mind already at the
station and in the bus.
***
What the hell was that? One second Anthony
was driving between the yellow lines and the next
second this. He was upside down, held in place by
his seatbelt. The dash lights flickered, then winked
out, leaving him in complete darkness. He wiped a
rivulet of blood off the side of his neck.
Staring at a hand he could not see in the dark, he
laughed. Had the blood been running down his
neck, because it was trickling in the direction of
the ground, or up it, because it was going toward
his head? What a silly predicament to be in. How
could he even figure out what had happened if he
couldn’t even decide if his blood ran up or down?
Then he smelled gas. The sharp, sweet smell of an
impending disaster snapped him back to reality.
He shook his head to clear the cobwebs of confusion
and nearly vomited from the swirling pain that
washed over his brain. Okay. Slowly. Move slowly.
Easy. Bracing himself against the roof with one
hand, he pressed his knees against the steering wheel
and unclicked his seatbelt with his other hand. He
had to shift his weight to release the pressure on the
buckle, and when it did let go, his single arm wasn’t
enough to support him. He crumpled against the
roof of the car, again nearly losing his dinner to the
rushing torrent of agony that whirled through his
head. His revolver painfully dug into his calf with
the pressure of nearly his whole body.
Deciding this was currently the most pressing issue,
he rolled over. In the process he knocked his head
on something that gave with a mechanical click.
The door handle Anthony reached for it and tried
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to open the door. It, however, was not designed to
open when the door frame was crushed against it.
Anthony silently cursed the engineers at Subaru
for their shortsightedness, then started kicking out
the windshield. As the engineers had designed it to
resist shattering, this was a more difficult task than
it at first seemed.
Anthony sent another mental note to the design
department at Subaru as he struggled against the
safety glass. All the time, the smell of gasoline
was getting stronger. It nearly choked him with its
thickness. So long as nothing sparked, he should be
all right. And because of all the safety features on
the car, that shouldn’t be a problem.
***
The pack of wolves stands on the edge of the road.
They smell a bad smell: human. But they also smell
a salivatingly good one: dead deer. They cautiously
pick their way around the ruined car and sniff at
the deer carcass. They are hungry. The human in
the car makes a noise. They look at each other;
they look at the carcass. Each one takes hold of the
carcass with their mouths and they drag it away.
Hide and hair scrape over the dirt. Very little blood
stains the ground.
***
Elaine merged onto the empty freeway and sped
away from the bus station. The car was painfully
quiet and the silence all but drowned out the radio.
She tried to comfort herself by thinking about
all the things she planned to do. She was putting
herself under house arrest; she was under no
circumstances allowed to leave the house, answer
the phone or check e-mail until she completed her
tax returns. Elaine let it slide last year and lost
nearly a thousand dollars. She called everyone
she knew and cautioned them not to try to reach
her; she would be a little computing machine for
the next two days, and as such, would be totally
unreachable.
But the empty passenger seat kept drawing her eyes
off the road. She knew he’d be back in a week. She
knew he’d be safe. It was just…she always felt a cold
resentment from Justin’s dad after the split, as if
by declaring him an unfit husband she’d made him
eternally guilty of something. She was not worried
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for Justin’s sake his father loved him and would
never harm him. But something had seemed awry
when she called Jacob when Justin got on the bus.
She always called to check in and make sure Jacob
would be there when Justin arrived. Jacob was
civil enough, as always, but she detected something
else in his tone. It bordered on relief, the kind that
was the product of long months of planning and
anxiety. But relief from what? Well, he was going to
see his son after not seeing him for months, so that
was probably it.
She goaded herself for blowing the situation out of
proportion. They had told her to look out, but…
naw. He wouldn’t dare go through with it, not so
soon.
***
The wolves stop a short distance from the crashed
car, thirty feet away from a fallen tree. They tear
into the carcass, ripping the skin and muscle from
bone with an efficiency that has kept them alive
for millennia. When the adults have crammed
their stomachs and throats with raw meat, they
sluggishly flop down a short distance from the
carcass. A pup warily approaches the deer. He
wriggles under branches, feeling secure under their
protection. He is not old enough to eat meat; his fur
is still soft and gray. He scratches at a protruding
bone.
***
Safety glass. Sure. The damn stuff had nearly
shredded the skin off his leg. And it scratched his ribs
and shoulders as Anthony tried to slide through the
hole he made; his new slacks and jacket resembled
camouflage netting more than formal dinner attire.
So much for getting this job done with style.
What had hit him? He did a complete three
sixty, turning to look for another car or a deer,
or something. He saw nothing on the road, but
there was a path of lightly plowed earth leading
away from the road at a right angle. He checked
his watch, nine-fifteen…splendid. Weeks of
planning, hours of meticulously picking through
garbage to find the ideal time and place where
she wouldn’t be missed and now this. And Anthony’s
particular brand of services did not cater well to
failure.
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The man who called him had been very clear; it had
to happen tonight. The man’s son would be visiting
him and the mom would be alone. The man wanted
to be there to comfort his son when the news arrived
in order to reinforce the parental bond. Anthony
did not care for the man’s morals, but he did care
for the man’s money. Money that he would now not
be paid.
The bellows of anger began to stoke a fire inside
him, a fire of hate he had not felt for decades. His
body, which had been pushed through the rigors
of an unusually, demanding life, responded to the
rage as it had when he was twenty years younger:
it pumped adrenaline by the pint into his system.
The explosive liquid shot through his system; it
tightened his muscles and sent jolts of electricity
crackling over his skin. His eyes sharpened and his
ears twitched with alertness.
He heard a soft scratching. His eyes swiveled
predatorily to the source of the sound and he leapt
over the plowed soil, sprinting from cover point to
cover point. He stopped a several yards short of the
base of an upturned tree, which was out of sight
of the road. The scratching again. The source of
the noise was only thirty feet ahead of him, but the
absolute black of the night kept him from seeing
what was making it.
He reached down and unstrapped the revolver from
his leg. His skin, slightly slick with anticipation,
prickled at the sharp chill. The path of worried
earth and devastated plant life ended at the now
horizontal tree. There was a thick branch that
was dancing irregularly, lifted by a small mass
underneath it.
Following it closer to the trunk with his eyes, he
saw a hoof that was attached to a leg that was
attached to the body of the thing that made him
miss his “appointment.” Next to the still carcass
was something fuzzier…and it was alive.
He raised the gun. Irrational? Sure. Satisfying? Yes.
***
The headlights of Elaine’s car painted the unusual
wreck with an impersonal intensity. Her mouth
opened in wonder at the scene. There was, or rather,
what was left of a blue imported sports car. Upside
down. In the middle of the road. It looked as if it
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had been dropped from the heavens.
She reached for her cell phone to call an ambulance,
but no service.
“So much for convenience.”
Elaine began to get out of the car, but she hesitated.
Something wasn’t right about this. But she was
concerned for whoever had been driving the car, so
she left her lights on and opened the door. She left it
open and the sharp warning chimes that reminded
her that her keys were still in the ignition were
activated. Ignoring the way they ripped through
the quiet night like a knife through cloth, she warily
approached the upturned car.
***
His finger microns away from exerting enough
pressure to send two ounces of lead screaming into
the scratcher, Anthony froze. The forest was not
supposed to go, “bing bong bing bong bing bong…”
His finger relaxed and he swiveled. Anthony
raced for the cover of a tree, then another,
approaching the road. He saw the headlights
first, bathing what had been his beautiful car in a
harsh, revealing light. Seeing the full extent of the
wreckage for the first time, he began to wonder how
he managed to walk away from the wreck.
As he worked his way closer, he saw a shadow
dancing over the pavement, its spindly arms and
legs fluttering from tree to ground to rock. Growing
from the shadow’s feet were two real feet, clad
in conservative blue heels. A pair of legs, a navy
business skirt to match a navy business jacket. A
graceful neck topped by a face. Anthony nearly
shouted with disbelief. It was the face he had been
hired to erase. And it was right here. The burning
rage was doused by cool waves of relief, which also
drowned out any objections to the impossibility
of the coincidence. He almost let out a laugh and
almost raised his gun and shot her. But sharp
rationalizations, the hero of almost-accidents
stopped him.
His car lay unquestionably in the middle of the
road. He had bought it legitimately, and while the
plates could be removed, the Vehicle Identification
Number was cut into the engine block; there was
no way he could deny the car was his. This would
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be a problem when some aspiring CSI officer found
trace evidence of Elaine formerly Jacobson on the
ground in his car’s immediate vicinity.
He restrapped the gun to his leg, carefully arranged
the remains of his pant leg over it, put on his best
victim face and approached the woman.
***
“Howdy ma’am. Sure glad you showed up. It’s kind
of a long walk to town, ain’t it?”

She then walked to trunk. She tried to unlock
it with her keys, but the hole kept moving. No,
that wasn’t it. It was her hands that were shaking
and trembling with the delayed reaction to the
knowledge that there was a man with a gun in the
driver’s seat of her car who wanted to kill her and
her keys were jingling and jangling so hard she
couldn’t hold onto them and she dropped them and
she nearly screamed as they bounced harmlessly off
her foot.

Anthony smiled to himself. He was going to pull off
a murder of awesome coincidence; he figured that
he might as well put a little show into it. Justin’s
mom smiled inwardly too. She always said that
anyone who said ‘howdy’ or ‘ain’t’ anywhere north
of Arkansas should be shot. Speaking of which,
what was that bulge on the man’s calf? Some of
Justin’s mom’s confidence melted away.

She looked through the rear window to the back of
the man’s head and she thought of Justin. She took
a deep breath. All the way in; all the way out. Elaine
bent down and picked up her keys. She unlocked
the trunk on only the second try. She looked to the
first aid kit, then up through the rear windshield at
the back of the man’s head.

“It’s actually less than five miles. But, uh…I guess
I could give you a ride. There’s no reception out
here, so you’ll have to wait ‘til town to get a tow
truck. Are you all right? Your car looks… totaled.”

Instead of the red bag with the cross on it, she
reached for a special black bag, out of which she
pulled out a set of handcuffs and a satellite
phone. Clicking on the phone, she thanked the
technology gods and put it in her pocket. She took
a second to smooth her skirt and brush a stray
wisp of hair from her face. Heels clicking on the
pavement, she strode to the open door. Anthony
looked up and gave her his winningest smile. She
returned it, and expertly slapped the handcuffs
onto the stunned man’s hands, looping them
through the steering wheel in one motion.

“Yeah, I don’t think I’ll be driving it anywhere
soon. Can we get going? I don’t think I’m hurt too
bad, but…internal bleeding, you know?”
If he was bleeding internally he wouldn’t be
walking, Elaine thought to herself. She wanted to
stall a little bit, to make sure he wasn’t carrying
more than one gun.
“Yeah sure.” Not moving, she added, “What did
you hit? A bear?”
She quickly walked past the man towards the
plowed earth, watching him out of the corner of
her eye as he circled to follow. His clothes were damp
and clung to him; it was obvious there no weapons
other than the one on his calf.
“I don’t know what I hit, but, I’m starting to feel a
little light headed. Can I sit in your car?”
Sure he was, thought Justin’s mom.
“Go ahead. Here…sit in the driver’s seat, it has a
heater in it. I have a first aid kit in the trunk.” She
led him to the car and made sure he was adjusted.
“Here…the steering wheel is heated too. Your
hands must be freezing. Put them on there. There
you go.”
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“Not tonight buddy.”

Anthony’s smile evaporated. Pulling a pair of
rubber gloves out of her pocket, she took his
gun and zipped it into a waiting plastic baggie.
Removing a picture of him from her jacket that
Surveillance had taken, she compared the two
faces. Well, the one in the picture was smiling about
something and the one handcuffed to her steering
wheel had its mouth open in disbelief, but they were
the same. This was the guy her husband had hired
to kill her. The company that had given her a job
found out about the planned hit through some its
shadier connections and warned her to watch her
back. They told her he was a careful operator, but
she guessed that went out the window along with
the rest of his car.
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PromNight

By: John Marfink

It was time. He’d never been to Virginia. Vir-gin-yah. It sounded good when he said it,
slowly drawing out the syllables.
“Vir-gin-yah’s full of virgins.”
He sang it over and over while getting ready for his trip. He still had fourteen empty
boxes. He’d started with fifty, one box for each state.
Alaska had been the hardest. They had such wild country and it was hard to find just
the right place. He finally figured out how to rig something off an overpass. Though the most
difficult, Alaska had also been the most fun. He wished Mom would say something whenever he
returned home. She never did. He’d show her. He wasn’t dumb like Daddy said. He was smart…
real smart. They’d all see that when he filled up the last box. Nobody would ever call him dumb
again.
He loved prom night. All those girls dressed up so pretty. He had a prom date once, Mary
Miller, a really nice girl until Daddy hurt her. Mom didn’t say anything then either. He’d had
to stop Daddy all by himself. That was back in Tennessee, when he filled his first box…his first
prom night.
Maybe Mary would like to see his boxes again. She always smiled. It was nice of her to
keep Mom company all the time. Especially after Daddy hurt her.
He’d have to be more careful this time. It was getting harder and harder. For thirty-six
years he had been attending senior proms all over America. But now somebody was spreading
tales about prom nights on something called the Web; tales that called him an urban legend. Most
times, they had him wearing masks and carrying hockey sticks. He snorted. He wasn’t an urban
anything, just a country boy enjoying prom night. He did make real good webs though. Webs so
strong the pretty girls couldn’t ever get away, not until he got what he wanted for his boxes.
Time to go now.
Clare couldn’t wait to get home and tell her mother. Jimmy had done it! He asked her to
the prom. Her mother would freak! Jimmy was so hot, even her Mom said so. He could have any
girl in school, but he asked her.
As she wandered down the street in a daze, dreaming about gowns and dreading the
mandatory sex lectures from her giggling mother, Clare never noticed the old station wagon
parked across the street.
She literally danced up the walk to her house and did a little hip-hop shuffle up the steps.
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Throwing open the door, she called out to her mother, “Mom, wait ‘til you hear what
happened to me today.”
He watched her enter her house. She might make a real good addition to his collection. When
he filled another box come Saturday night, there would only be thirteen to go. As he pulled slowly
from the curb, he briefly wondered what he’d do when he filled his last box. Chuckling, he sang a
little tune to the melody of On Top Of Old Smokie as he drove away:
“I’ll have no more boxes then what will I do? Guess I’ll start over. Why, wouldn’t you?”
Clare was easily the most beautiful girl at the prom. Jimmy couldn’t believe he almost
failed to ask her in time. If Coach hadn’t given him such a hard time about ‘the great running
back can’t even ask an itty bitty girl out for a date...’ he’d probably still be leaning against the wall
with the other stags.
It was almost time for the crowning of the King and Queen for this year’s prom. There
were so many really cute couples; he wondered who they’d pick. Probably Jeff and Marlene,
after all Jeff was the star quarterback and she was the head cheerleader. He voted for them
himself and Clare had too. That was all right though, they deserved it. They were really popular.
Besides, what did he care about kings and queens, he was still floating after that last dance with
Clare. Once again he berated himself for almost letting her get away.
Coach Wilson and Miss Barnes from Home-ech stepped up to the microphone. “Settle
down everybody. It’s that time again. Ed, the envelope, please.”
The drummer in the band riffed an impressive roll as the senior class president, Ed
Smathers handed the coach a sealed envelope. The coach took it and handed it to Miss Barnes,
while making a joke about the Academy Awards.
“We tried to get Billy Crystal or Ellen Degeneres, but
they couldn’t make it, they were too busy fighting each other
for next year’s Academy spot.”
The large crowd laughed appreciatively as Miss
Barnes nervously opened the envelope, pulled out the card,
gasped and handed it to the coach.
“And this year’s King and Queen of the Franklin
County Senior High School Prom is...” He paused and looked
right at Jimmy and Clare. Jimmy felt his heart beating right
through his tux, “Jimmy Anderson and Clare Deveraux!”
The band broke into the Eagles fight song as their
classmates rushed to surround them with congratulating
hugs and several back thumps strong enough to almost drive
Jimmy to his knees. He’d never expected this. He almost
left early to go over to Smith Mountain Lake and the kid’s
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favorite make-out spot. Clare indicated after they left her house that it was a wonderfully warm
night for ‘looking at the moon and stars’.
He wondered earlier why Ed stopped and talked to him about nothing. Ed must have
already known the envelope’s contents and was just stalling him. Now he and Clare would have
to stay until Midnight and lead the last dance. The band started playing and Jimmy led his
Queen out onto the floor. As they danced, the rest of their classmates joined them until the music
finished. Jimmy and Clare were still accepting congratulations when Jeff and Marlene came
up. Jeff had a knowing smile on his face and Marlene looked flushed, as if she’d just run a race
or something.
Jeff got close and whispered into Jimmy’s ear, “Since you’re stuck here, how about we swap
cars for tonight, here’s my keys. The T-Bird is just too tight for tonight!”
Jeff made a little sing-song with the last line and did a bad imitation of a moon walk.
Jimmy couldn’t believe it! Jeff was giving him his brand new T-Bird for the night? And all he
had to do was hand over the keys to his Dad’s old Buick LeSabre? Like DUH! He reached into his
pocket and handed Jeff his keys, snatching Jeff ’s before he could change his mind.
As they turned to go, Clare asked Marlene, “Aren’t you afraid of the Prom Chopper?” then
giggled.
Marlene leaned toward Clare and stage whispered, “Honey, I’m certainly not going to let
that old, urban legend get in my way tonight. If there’s any ‘chopping’ to be done, I’ll do the
whittling and bring Jeffey boy right down to earth.”
Jeff laughed and draped his arm possessively over Marlene’s shoulders and both Clare and
Marlene broke into a fit of giggles.
Punching Jerry lightly on the arm he said, “C’mon guys, that just a myth. Besides, isn’t it
always the King and Queen that get chopped up?”
The two couples danced a cha-cha to the Pussy cat Dolls version of Sway, Jimmy intently
counting out “one-two, cha-cha-cha” to himself until Clare whispered, “Oh Jimmy, just dance.”
When the dance ended, after a final hug between the girls, Jeff and Marlene left the gym.
The sheriff stood leaning against his squad car and watched his deputy throw up yet again.
“Damn it, Virgil. You can’t have anything left. Now take the damn tape and secure their
car. The M.E. took what was left to the morgue and we gotta get this area sealed off so the lab
boys can do their stuff. Goddamn Kids! Why didn’t they stay at the dance?”
With tears streaming from his eyes, the sheriff began the slow and painful drive into Rocky
Mount to notify the parents. There was no need to wait on the coroner’s confirmation. As soon as
he had seen the old Buick, and the mutilated bodies half un-dressed in the back seat, he knew who
the latest victims of the ‘Prom Chopper’ were. James Anderson and Clare Deveraux. The girls
in the office had been talking about it when the call came in. Everyone expected Jeff and Marlene
to be crowned, but Jimmy and Clare won instead.
Damn it, he thought and slammed his hands against the steering wheel, nearly driving
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off the road. He’d known Jimmy since Pop Warner days when he’d coached him. The kid would
probably have been All-American at Tech by his sophomore year. Maybe then Coach would
have finally won his national title. The sheriff drove on, replaying the bloody scene in his head,
slamming on the brakes when he remembered seeing the long crescent scar on the boy’s back. Jeff
Dalton had gotten that scar during the championship game last fall. Jeff, not Jimmy. The boys
must have... they must have switched cars. With a flick of a switch, the Sheriff turned on his siren
and did an immediate U-turn in front of the Westlake Kroger and headed full-speed back to the
crime scene.
Mary’d be really pleased. Driving back to Tennessee, his box sitting in the seat beside
him, he realized that they had tried to trick him this time. The prom King and Queen swapped
their award with some other dumb kids. Hell, even the teachers were too dumb to know what
happened. He’d tell Mary all about it. How he had done his surveillance and checked out all the
likely prospects, then how he’d watched that smarmy kid break into the principal’s desk and swap
the envelopes. Hell, he just tossed the original envelope into the nearest trash can. It only took a
minute to identify the real King and Queen. No sir, they couldn’t fool him. He’d tell Ma too, show
her just how smart her boy really was. That would show Daddy.
As he headed down I-81 towards Bristol, he again joyfully planned in his mind the celebration
he and Mary would have in another thirteen years; when he’d bring that last box home. When
he’d take out all fifty pairs of heads and spread them around Mary’s lovely body lying there,
next to Mom’s headless
torso sitting upright in the
old rocking chair. Mary
would be wearing her prom
gown and her Queen’s tiara,
stretched out on top of
Mom’s favorite comforter,
the huge stain under Mary’s
breast where his daddy had
shot her, now faded to an
ugly brown. He would put
on his King’s crown from
that long-ago prom night
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